This guide has the broad purpose of improving large-scale academic assessments for limited-English-proficient (LEP) students. It was written because large-scale assessments are studded with problems that affect not only how equitable the achievement of LEP students can be measured, but also how effectively LEP students' mastery of content is assessed. LEP students may understand more than they are allowed to demonstrate under the confines of large scale tests designed for mainstream use with students sharing common cultural experiences. This guide is designed to provide both practical, research-based information for individuals and groups developing and administering tests of academic achievement for LEP students. It is also intended to provide lucid, easily accessible knowledge for policymakers that clarify the complex issues facing LEP students. The guide is organized into 10 chapters with two appendices. Chapters cover the following topics: issues of alignment, inclusion, and participation; alignment of performance standards to content standards; test specifications and the accessibility framework for LEP students; accessibility on writing terms; writing accessible rubrics; promising administrative and response accommodations; expanded bias reviews; scoring constructed response items; demonstrating the technical merit of assessments; and accessibility considerations when reporting and using test results. The appendices offer a technical discussion of issues related to accessibility and the highlights of key research on assessment of LEP students. (Contains 60 references.) (KFT)
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Executive Summary

Ensuring Accuracy in Testing for LEP Students: A Practical Guide for Assessment Development has one broad purpose: the improvement of large-scale academic assessments for students commonly referred to as Limited English Proficient (LEP) or English Language Learners (ELLs). Throughout this Guide, we refer to students as both LEP and the more current term, ELL. This Guide was written because large-scale assessments are studded with problems that affect not only how equitably the achievement of LEP students can be measured, but also how effectively LEP students’ mastery of content is assessed. Limited English Proficient students may understand and know much more than they are allowed to demonstrate under the confines of large-scale tests designed for mainstream use with students sharing common cultural experiences.

This Guide is designed to provide practical, research-based information for individuals and groups developing and administering tests of academic achievement for LEP students, including:

- Test publishers
- State and local educational assessment unit (SEA and LEA) staff
- Personnel involved in the academic evaluation of diverse school populations
- Curriculum specialists, both state and district
- Local educators at both the district and building levels
- Experts on pedagogical approaches to schooling
- Experts on the teaching and learning of special needs students, diverse populations, and populations from different types of cultural and geographic centers
- Parents and a variety of public and community stakeholders.

It also is intended to provide a lucid, easily accessible knowledge base for policymakers that clarifies some of the complex issues that they face — as well as recommendations for action — as they consider the needs of LEP students. As policy is formed at the national, state, and local levels, it must be informed on a continuous basis by solid evidence of the effectiveness of school programs, instruction, and curriculum. This Guide intends to contribute to that knowledge base.

Many educators and policymakers are well-informed about a myriad of substantive educational issues, but are not informed sufficiently about the complexities that result when well-intentioned individuals measure LEP students’ academic achievement with instruments designed for the mainstream student population. The testing process is one issue; the ways in which the results are used is quite another. When high-stakes decisions are made using test results that may be flawed, students’ educational futures hang in the balance.

Even well-informed educators may not realize fully the effects of culture upon the ways in which LEP students problem-solve and interpret test items. Some accommodations may be well-intentioned, but wrongheaded; another combination of accommodations may be advised in certain situations and not the wisest choice in others. This Guide considers the issue of accommodations, but emphasizes that the actual development and construction of a test, if properly conceived, can promote the accurate assessment of LEP students’ achievement in U.S. schools.
The *Guide* begins with a discussion of several factors that affect LEP students' access to large-scale tests. In this discussion, the author addresses problems and offers solutions over and above the content issues that have been the focus of the bias literature to date. This viewpoint can help bridge the gap between the testing community and the language minority community, meet some of the needs and interests of both communities, and substantively increase the accuracy of information collected about the achievement of LEP students.

**Structure of the Guide**

To expand the knowledge base of educators working with LEP students — who may or may not have substantive background with assessment as it pertains to LEP students — the *Guide* includes considerable information about the testing process itself. Assessment personnel, however, also can benefit from the information in this *Guide* that specifically explains how issues related to LEP status influence the equitable evaluation of this population. Many of the points included in this *Guide* also may prove useful for evaluating a broader group of language minority students in the U.S. — those who speak a language other than English at home and who may or may not be classified as English Language Learners (or LEP).

As a practical consideration, the *Guide* identifies many significant points throughout the test construction and implementation phases where appropriate intervention should occur so that better and more equitable assessment tools can be developed. It also includes many practical recommendations about the “hows” and “whys” of strategic intervention in the test construction/implementation process. While some of the issues inherent in testing students over an entire state or large district differ from the problems of those who develop assessments for a school or program-wide evaluation, many of the points here should be applicable to a broad range of assessment situations. However, note one important limitation — although some states currently are attempting the standardization of portfolio procedures to achieve comparability in scores across classrooms, portfolio assessments per se are not included in this discussion.

**The Psychometric Context of the Guide**

The underlying philosophy that permeates this *Guide* is succinct: Existing measures should be supplemented to avoid test bias in large-scale assessments. Many of these measures have been instituted by the psychometric community over the past 20 years. These measures include bias or sensitivity reviews as well as the development and use of differential item functioning (DIF) statistical procedures. A detailed discussion of the technical merit of assessments for LEP students comprises a large portion of this *Guide*, because many invalidity problems are pervasive; they focus not on content, but on how mastery is evaluated.

Another key belief that permeates this *Guide* is that LEP students should be included equitably whenever possible in large-scale assessment. Too frequently, well-intentioned educators believe they are protecting the interests of their LEP students by shielding them from mainstream, large-scale assessment. Instead, they hold them to a lower standard and do not provide the wherewithal for them to
participate fully in the type of education that should be every student's right in a democratic society.

Rather than discouraging LEP students from participating in large-scale assessment, this Guide urges an increase in the percentage of ELLs who can participate with some sense of authenticity in the testing process. As these numbers increase, it will become more possible to determine the effectiveness of programs which include LEP students — and thus, truly improve the quality of education for all students attending the nation's schools.
Purpose of the Guide

The impetus for the development of this Guide arose from state and federal requirements regarding inclusion of all students in standards-based reform efforts. Federal-level requirement under the 1994 reauthorized Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, addressed the issue of LEP student inclusion in statewide assessments. Provisions under Title I of ESEA specified that LEP students were to be included and assessed “to the extent practicable in the language and form most likely to yield accurate and reliable information on what such students know and can do, to determine such students’ mastery of skills in subjects other than English” [§ 1111(b)(3); 34 C.F.R. 200.4(b)(7)].

In addition, to the extent statewide or district assessment may result in an educational benefit, the exclusion of LEP students from participation in these assessments or failure to provide LEP students with accommodations may raise Title VI issues. Also under Title VI, if LEP students are excluded from a particular statewide or district assessment based on educational or psychometric justification, the districts have an obligation to collect comparable information about these students’ academic progress.

This Guide has several goals, but is guided by a central, overarching focus: the improvement of large-scale academic assessments for students whose first language is not English and who are learning English in schools throughout the United States. Through practical, research-based information, we intend to increase the knowledge base of individuals and organizations who develop and use large-scale academic assessments with Limited English Proficient (LEP) students, otherwise known as English Language Learners (ELLs).

Specifically, this Guide is targeted to:

- Test publishers
- State and local educational assessment unit (SEAs and LEAs) staff
- Personnel involved in the academic evaluation of diverse school populations
- Curriculum specialists, both state and district
- Local educators at both the district and building levels
- Experts on pedagogical approaches to schooling
- Experts on the teaching and learning of special needs students, diverse populations, and populations from different types of cultural and geographic centers
- Parents, policymakers, and a variety of public and community stakeholders.

We designed this Guide to advance the equitable evaluation of LEP students’ academic achievement using instruments designed for the mainstream student population. We begin the guide by highlighting several factors that affect accurate access to tests for many minorities, including limited English proficient students. In this discussion, we address problems and offer solutions over and above the content issues that have been the focus of the bias literature to date. We believe this viewpoint can help bridge the gap between the testing community and the language minority community, meet some of the needs and interests of both communities, and substantially increase the accuracy of information we collect about the achievement of LEP students.
Our primary intent throughout this Guide is systemic and multidimensional. We identify many significant points throughout the test construction and implementation phases where appropriate intervention should occur so that a better and more equitable assessment tool can be developed. We also offer many practical suggestions about the "hows" and "whys" of strategic intervention in the test construction/implementation process. We realize that some of the issues inherent in testing students over an entire state or large district differ from the problems of those who develop assessments for a school- or program-wide evaluation, but many of the points here should be applicable to a broad range of assessment situations. One important limitation: Although some states currently are attempting the standardization of portfolio procedures to achieve comparability in scores over classrooms, portfolio assessments per se are not included in this discussion.

In our discussion throughout the remainder of the Guide, we focus on assessments intended to evaluate LEP students' level of mastery in specific content areas. These assessments should not be confused with tests which evaluate basic skill proficiency in English literacy. While there certainly is an overlap between literacy skills evaluated on an English language proficiency test and tests which assess a student's knowledge in English language arts, the language arts content standards of all states define sets of knowledge and skills that are significantly broader than domains defined by English proficiency tests.

The Psychometric Context of the Guide

Our primary intent throughout this Guide is to supplement existing measures to avoid test bias in large-scale assessments. These measures have been instituted by the psychometric community over the past 20 years and include bias or sensitivity reviews as well as the development and use of differential item functioning (DIF) statistical procedures. Traditional bias or sensitivity review procedures focus on items or passages that contain offensive or stereotypical language or contexts. Differential item functioning procedures flag items where performances vary by group. While reviews and the use of DIF procedures are important, we believe that these measures on their own cannot detect many major sources of item and test problems that contribute to systematic sources of invalidity for LEP students. Many of these invalidity problems are pervasive; they focus not on content, but on how we evaluate mastery.

We address these problems in this Guide both in the discussion that follows and the set of recommendations that concludes the discussion. However, we do not suggest that once tests are improved, all differences between groups will disappear. Unfortunately, differences in access to educational opportunities are just as real as individual differences in achievement. When LEP students are included in assessments, reliable results can assist educators in identifying when LEP students need additional resources and/or programs to meet challenging standards.
Increasing Testing's Technical Rigor and Access for LEP Students

In Nancy Cole's (1993) introductory address to an Educational Testing Service conference on differential item functioning, she underscored the magnitude of differences in approach and language between two well-meaning communities concerned about accurate testing for minority students: the technical psychometric community and the non-measurement stakeholders, including the language minority educational community, educators, and the general public. These differences have made it difficult to develop assessments for diverse populations and can impede the current progress of testing equity.

These two communities, however, share a common goal — to increase the technical rigor, especially validity, of tests for English language learners, while still being able to collect comparable and generalizable information across population subgroups. To that end, we provide recommendations specific to upgrading and evaluating score accuracy for LEP students within the performance standards, item and form development, administration, response, scoring, data analyses, reporting, and use.

The Challenge: Reform and Equitable Testing

The national, statewide, and local education policy agendas articulated over the last several years are unanimous: All students must be held to high academic standards. Several federal, state, and local mandates emphasize that all students, including LEP students, must be included in large-scale, mainstream assessments used at the state or local levels that are designed to evaluate student progress as measured against state or local standards. However, many initiatives historically have excluded large numbers of LEP students from large-scale exams given to most students (Lara and August, 1996). As a result, these students are excluded from their accountability systems for at least two or three years — often much longer. Furthermore, researchers and policymakers agree that the exclusion of LEP students from regular testing has an unintended but important effect — these students also are excluded from many of the educational benefits of the standards movement (August and Hakuta, 1997). To the extent that large-scale assessments may result in an educational benefit, the exclusion of LEP students from participation in large-scale assessments would raise concerns under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits states and school districts that receive federal financial assistance from discriminating in the operations on the basis of race, color or national origin.¹

To reap the benefits of these educational reforms, LEP students must be included in mainstream, large-scale academic testing, and must be provided with the optimum quality of teaching and other educational resources to meet challenging standards. Both the testing community and the language minority community need to assess

¹ The U.S Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights (OCR) enforced Title VI. OCR investigates complaints filed by individuals or their representatives who believe that they have been discriminated against because of their race, color, or national origin. OCR is available to provide technical assistance regarding the application of Title VI requirements to statewide and district wide testing of LEP students. On December 8, 1999, OCR issued a draft document entitled "The Use of Tests When Making High-Stakes Decisions for Students: A Resource guide for Educator and Policymakers." This draft document is designed to provide policymakers and educators with a useful, practical tool that will assist in planning and implementation of policies relating to the use of tests as conditions of conferring educational opportunities to students. OCR expects to issue the final document in the early Summer of 2000.
Generalizations about any one of these subgroups may mask important background characteristics that can serve as valuable information for designing curricular interventions for these students.

LEP students in ways that document reliably and equitably what these students know and can do.

Typically, states and districts have a well intentioned reaction to the task of including more LEP students in large-scale assessments — they provide competent conceptual translations of paper-and-pencil tests in use throughout the school system. But in many cases this is problematic. Translations from English to the student’s first language (also known as the home language), usually assume a degree of literacy in this language which may be absent (DeAvila, 1997). Translations also pose many psychometric and linguistic difficulties. Many experts (see August and Hakuta, 1997) agree that it is advisable to test in the language of instruction — English in most situations throughout the United States. However, there are instances in which LEP students are literate in the home language but may not receive instruction in that language. In this circumstance, students should have the opportunity to be assessed in that language if it will provide the most accurate and reliable assessment of what they know. Clearly, it is a challenge to capture accurately the extent of student knowledge when:

- Some of that knowledge may have been learned in the student’s country of origin and some in U.S. schools
- The student’s knowledge of English is developing and emergent
- The student may or may not have the capacity to read or accurately demonstrate his/her mastery through written texts in either English or the home language.

Demographics of the LEP Population

According to the most recent SEA reports, the number of LEP students in public schools has increased in almost all states. As of the 1996-77 school year, the total number of LEP students in the U.S. was approximately 3.4 million. This figure represents a 7 percent increase since 1995-96. Many experts have noted that this total number is an undercount of the actual LEP population since many school districts do not report their LEP student enrollments and the operational definition of LEP varies across states and districts.

With the exception of Florida, the greatest percent change in K-12 enrollment since 1995 has occurred in southern and midwestern states. For example, Alabama experienced a 22 percent increase; Arkansas, 20 percent; Tennessee, 39 percent; North Carolina, 32 percent; and South Carolina, 36 percent. In the Midwest, Kansas reported a 26 percent increase in enrollment; Nebraska, 28 percent; and South Dakota, 39 percent. Therefore, smaller school districts in these states are heavily affected by the enrollment increases. Nonetheless, 79 percent of all LEP students are concentrated in seven states, with California containing the largest proportion (41...
percent) of the total LEP enrollment. Not only are LEP students concentrated in certain states but they are enrolled primarily in large urban school districts and their surrounding metropolitan area. Thus, schools in the metropolitan areas and their urban core are the most impacted by the challenges presented by these students.

Meeting the instructional needs of LEP students successfully is a daunting challenge because this population is linguistically, culturally, and racially diverse. Nationwide, the vast majority speaks Spanish (75 percent), with Asian language speakers comprising approximately 13 percent, and the remaining languages 12 percent. As a group, LEP students tend to be native-born and recent immigrants (40 percent); speak over 100 languages; are likely to be poor; and are primarily enrolled (53 percent) in grades K-4.

However, there is much variability across these major ethnic/linguistic categories by country of origin, cultural background, socioeconomic status, and level of education prior to immigrating to the United States. For example, the National Research Council's panel report, Improving Schooling for Language Minority Students (August and Hakuta, 1997), indicated that 35 percent of families that spoke Asian/Pacific Island languages had incomes below $20,000 compared to 57 percent for Spanish speakers. Differences also exist within groups. The first wave of Southeast Asian refugees was comprised of highly educated people who, in spite of lack of proficiency in English, could support actively their children's learning at home and ease the transition to the new environment. Subsequent immigrants were less educated and perhaps less equipped to advocate for their children's education.

Some LEP children come from countries with an official language and a variety of regional dialects. For example, Chinese immigrants, if literate, are proficient in the Chinese script no matter what part of China they immigrate from. However, immigrants from mainland China are likely to be Mandarin speakers; those from Hong Kong speak mostly Cantonese; and those from Taiwan speak Fujianese. Moreover, there are two versions of the Chinese script — simplified and traditional. Traditional script is mostly used in Hong Kong and Taiwan while the simplified version is used in mainland China. Depending on where students come from, they may use characters of people originating in Taiwan and Hong Kong, or the simplified characters used by those educated in Mainland China. Clearly, in trying to provide instructional supports to these students, teachers need to understand these background characteristics. Thus, generalizations about any one of these sub-groups may mask important background characteristics that can serve as valuable information for designing curricular interventions for these students.

Approximately 80 percent of LEP students attending public schools are enrolled in programs designed to meet their needs. Some schools use the home language to teach content as the child learns English (bilingual education); others focus exclusively on teaching English and phase in content instruction as English language development increases (ESL); while others combine these two approaches by providing some level of native language support while the child acquires English. At the middle and high school levels, sheltered content instruction is often used to mediate students' understanding of the content areas. Much has been written about the degree to which these approaches are effective in raising the academic achievement of LEP students and teaching English. This report will not focus on this work. However, it is important to note that no matter what language program alternative is selected, students are expected to learn English and meet the standards set forth in the content areas.
Getting an accurate and reliable picture of LEP student academic performance at the national or state level is problematic because the measures currently used to assess LEP student performance in the content areas are often inadequate. Until better measures are developed, policymakers must use multiple sources of information about LEP students' performance in order to assess their educational status. Nonetheless, several reports indicate that LEP student achievement is below expected standards of performance. A longitudinal study of students receiving Title I services (Prospects, 1995) reported that LEP third grade students did not perform as well in reading and math as other third graders. Other indicators of student academic status, such as in-class grades, support the test data findings. Additionally, a recent report of LEP student performance from the 1995 NAEP for Reading Assessment (1999) show that average composite scores on the fourth grade reading assessment were lower for both males and female LEP students than for their non-LEP peers. However, there is an exception in the pattern of performance indicated above. Several researchers have conducted within-group analyses of LEP students and have found that first generation LEP students outperform their native born peers on several tests of academic achievement. These findings reinforce the previous assertion regarding the variability across the limited English proficient student population (Portes, 1996).

Summary

To date, there are few mechanisms in large-scale testing processes that ensure that assessments will yield accurate and defensible information about LEP student achievement. Emerging research focuses on the linguistic structures of items; on some administration accommodations for LEP students, students with disabilities, and poor readers; and also on increasing accuracy in scoring for special needs students. However, while some essential procedures — such as the establishment of bias review panels and the use of DIF statistics — have been adopted in recent years by test developers to reduce bias, widespread misunderstanding continues to persist about what exactly mainstream tests actually measure relevant to the achievement of LEP students.
Issues of Alignment, Inclusion, and Participation

Content standards are written primarily at the state and/or district levels to define priorities and expectations for students’ knowledge and performance. Most evaluation of student progress that relates to content standards is ongoing throughout the teaching and learning cycle. Many states and/or districts also require large-scale testing across classrooms as an independent evaluation of student achievement and programmatic effectiveness. This large-scale testing typically is handled through the administration of a single test or through administration of a more complex system of tests and other data collected for every student or for a sample of students. In either case, the assessment(s) are selected from a test publisher or developed, sometimes from ground zero and sometimes using an established test as a core with new items created for the state or district. If the assessment(s) are to be used to measure student progress toward the state’s and/or district’s content standards in an effective manner, they must be aligned suitably to the content standards.

What Is Alignment?

The meaning of alignment is frequently misunderstood. Alignment suggests that the results of the test(s) can be used with confidence to evaluate whether programs effectively deliver necessary services, whether teachers practice their craft to their maximum ability, and whether students learn the content specified as important in the state or district’s content standards — for all students involved in the programs. The results must be reliable over time and for all students. They also must be valid, accurately measuring what they say they will measure for each student. Since the test items are samples of everything important in the standards, the results also must be a valid and reliable measure of this content. In other words, the results must be generalizable to the entire content standards domain for all students taking the test.

In the Handbook for the Development of Performance Standards, Hansche (1998) clarifies what it means to align content standards to pre-built tests (also known as off-the-shelf tests), or to newly built custom-built tests, so that results can be generalized to the content standards domain. The same advice is relevant for achieving generalizable results for custom-built tests. She writes — a common misconception is that when pre-built or off-the-shelf assessments are matched to content standards and curriculum, most “aligners” will get a good match. Many of the test items/tasks, usually around 80-90 percent or even 100 percent, match what is specified in their content standards. What doesn’t happen, is the rest of the match, which, it turns out, is critical. An important question to ask is how much of the content standards and curriculum is assessed using a pre-built system? That match may reflect only 50 or 60 percent of content standards and curriculum.

- What about the parts of the content standards/curriculum that are not assessed at all with the pre-built system or even a custom-built system?
- Is the relative emphasis of content covered by the pre-built test the same as the intended emphasis in content standards?
- Is the difficulty level of the test consistent with the desired performance standards?
Real alignment means that the assessments match the depth (difficulty levels) and breadth (content and weighting) of the content one-to-one (italics original, p. 22-23).

The Problem: Alignment for All Students

When we work to align content standards with assessments, we need to keep an important question paramount: Do the tests and any other evaluation methods which are being developed and/or selected measure the same content (depth, breadth, and relative emphasis) for our diverse learners as effectively as they measure the same content for our other students? When we refer to diverse learners, we include:

- Students who are English language learners
- Students with disabilities (emotional, physical, cognitive or behavioral)
- Students with learning, processing, and/or response styles which differ from the mainstream.

Unfortunately, most of the activity to date related to aligning assessments with content standards to ensure equity has been rhetorical and not reflected in action.

Currently, most large-scale testing across content areas favors students who:

- Read well and easily
- Express themselves well in written form
- Do not rely heavily on kinesthetic, tactile, spatial, and/or auditory information to solve problems
- Perform well for sustained periods of time, and
- Adjust easily and fit into a multitude of schedule and format decisions born from the various stakeholders’ competing priority structures.

Most “special needs students” — identified as such or not — face substantial challenges in some of these areas. They may know just as much as their test-favored peers but are unable to demonstrate their mastery due to the nature of large-scale tests.

When Should LEP Students Be Included in Mainstream Assessments?

The agency that is responsible for buying or developing the assessment and subsequently administering it decides when to include LEP students in that assessment. This decision typically is made by a state or local school district. As a general rule, state and district personnel need to remember that all students in academic programs should be included in mainstream assessments if academic standards are intended to apply to all students.

Whenever separate evaluation indices are used for some students, significant difficulties arise. Are the two indices really measuring the same constructs? How are the scores compiled so appropriate program evaluation can include information from all students? All too often, information about students waived out of large-
scale testing is not included alongside information about those who take the mainstream assessments. This procedure becomes very problematic when information from large-scale tests is used to evaluate programs which should be effective for all students in the charge of schools, including students who have no voice, such as those who have been waived.

For the most part, current large-scale tests have not included a wide range of LEP students in their validity and norming samples. However, it is still important to include LEP students in large-scale assessments, with accommodations as necessary, as more inclusive assessments are built. Until validity data are available which specify what the tests are measuring for LEP students (with and without accommodations), the test results should be used tentatively and triangulated whenever possible with other information.

Furthermore, agencies should expect test publishers to collect the validation evidence for the full range of limited English proficient students, with tests administered to them under conditions which yield accurate information. This includes disaggregating validity data by level of English proficiency or other salient indicators of LEP status, when accommodations are not required. It also includes collecting validity data on accommodated conditions. Additionally, publishers should begin to include the range of LEP students in a development of their norms and their criterion data.

Participation of LEP Experts in the Development of Assessments

Experts with substantive knowledge of LEP students need to be involved in the development of assessments intended for these students. These experts also should have experience understanding how to adapt teaching environments to ensure optimum learning for LEP students.

In recent years, test publishers have drawn upon the knowledge of practicing teachers and other educators at many points throughout the development of their tests. Agencies, such as state or district departments of education, also have included local educators and other educational stakeholders in the decisionmaking, review, and development of their testing systems. Unfortunately, experts who work with special needs populations, including experts in schooling LEP students, have not been included in sufficient numbers in the test development and review process. For the most part, their participation is requested during bias reviews when they are charged with the task of detecting offensive material by quickly reviewing large amounts of items and related material.

Experts on LEP issues who bring the most to the development process have a deep understanding of the content standards of their state or district and understand the cultures and strengths of limited English proficient students. They could include:

- Educators working with migrant students
- Educators working with students who are newly arrived to the U.S.
- Educators from classrooms where students are learning English as well as content
- Educators from classrooms where LEP students are placed after they have mastered a certain level of English
Evidence must document that the test is accurately measuring the same content standards for LEP students as it is for other students. It is also important to stratify educators by geographical and urban/rural differences. We recommend that experts on issues related to the education of ELLs be involved at each step in the development or review cycle. This means that their active participation should be solicited for:

- Educators working in L1 (first language) or bilingual (first language and English) classrooms.
- Reviewing and writing items and rubrics
- Trying out items in their classes
- Evaluating forms for coverage and accessibility
- Making decisions on all testing materials based on data from pilots and field tests
- Scoring, reporting, and making decisions about test use.

**Recommendations for Alignment, Inclusion, and Participation**

**Alignment**

1. Evidence must document that the test measures accurately the same content standards for LEP students as it does for other students. Examples of the types of documentation will be discussed below; however, alignment of content standards to tests should not be automatically assumed for LEP students, even though it has been documented for other students.

**Inclusion**

2. LEP students should be included in large-scale assessments with accommodations as necessary.

3. Because current large-scale tests have not been validated for a wide range of LEP students, their results should be used tentatively and cross-validated with other information about the students' mastery.

4. Educational institutions should expect publishers to collect validity information for LEP students. This includes disaggregating validity data when accommodations are not required, and collecting validity data on accommodated conditions.

5. Publishers should begin to include the range of LEP students in the development of their norms and their criterion data.

**Participation**

6. Meaningful participation of a range of educators of LEP students should be expected throughout development of new assessments, or reviews of existing assessments.
Content standards typically specify a framework for what schools should teach. They identify the curricular priorities of the state or district. In order to evaluate progress toward the specified content standards, the state or district defines what levels of mastery are adequate. States and districts also distinguish levels of performance that approach the “adequate” level as well as one or more levels that surpass it. Performance standards must be aligned properly to the content standards and to the assessments.

**Are Performance Standards Equitable for LEP Students?**

When considering performance standards in the context of LEP students’ achievement, two related questions should be kept in mind: Do the performance standards allow a variety of performances (e.g., oral explanations, live performances, and/or the use of pictures and charts), and do they allow for performances in languages other than English? Do these non-text and non-English performances receive the proper value as suitable communication tools?

**Allowing a Variety of Performances**

The 1994 NAEP mathematics performance standards at grade four, in Table 1, are an illustration of very common assessment practices. Each standard at each level of performance (basic, proficient, advanced) is written in two paragraphs. The first paragraph identifies sophistication of process and understanding related to mathematics; the second outlines specific evidence required in order to determine the level of sophistication.

The first paragraph explains the level of performance, e.g.:

- **Basic:** [Students] should show some evidence of understanding mathematical concepts and procedures.
- **Proficient:** [Students] should consistently apply integrated procedural knowledge and conceptual understanding to problem-solving,
- **Advanced:** [Students] should apply integrated procedural knowledge and conceptual understanding to complex and non-routine real-world problem-solving.

The second paragraph provides examples of specific types of performances, for instance:

- **Basic:** [Students should be] able to use — though not always accurately — four-function calculators, rulers, and geometric shapes.
- **Proficient:** [Students] should have a conceptual understanding of fractions and decimals.
- **Advanced:** [Students] should be able to solve complex and nonroutine real-world problems.
### Table 1: 1994 NAEP Performance Levels for Grade 4 Mathematics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic</strong></td>
<td>Fourth-grade students performing at the basic level should show some evidence of understanding the mathematical concepts and procedures in the five NAEP content strands. Fourth graders performing at the basic level should be able to estimate and use basic facts to perform simple computations with whole numbers; show some understanding of fractions and decimals; and solve simple real-world problems in all NAEP content areas. Students at this level should be able to use — though not always accurately — four-function calculators, rulers, and geometric shapes. Written responses that receive a <em>Basic</em> rating are often minimal and presented without supporting information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proficient</strong></td>
<td>Fourth-grade students performing at the proficient level should apply integrated procedural knowledge and conceptual understanding consistently to problem-solving in the five NAEP content strands. Fourth graders performing at the proficient level should be able to use whole numbers to estimate, compute, and determine whether results are reasonable. They should have a conceptual understanding of fractions and decimals; be able to solve real-world problems in all NAEP content areas; and use four-function calculators, rulers, and geometric shapes appropriately. Students performing at the proficient level should employ problem-solving strategies such as identifying and using appropriate information. Their written solutions should be organized and presented both with supporting information and explanations of how these solutions were achieved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced</strong></td>
<td>Fourth-grade students performing at the advanced level should apply integrated procedural knowledge and conceptual understanding to complex and nonroutine real-world problem-solving in the five NAEP strands. Fourth graders performing at the advanced level should be able to solve complex and nonroutine real-world problems in all NAEP content areas. They should display mastery in the use of four-function calculators, rulers, and geometric shapes. <em>Advanced</em> students are expected to draw logical conclusions and justify answers and solution processes by explaining why, as well as how, they were achieved. Their interpretations should show deep understanding, and they should be able to communicate their thoughts clearly and concisely.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second paragraph also discusses communication strategies, which include:
- **Basic**: [The student's] written responses are often minimal and presented without supporting information.
- **Proficient**: [The student's] written solutions should be organized and presented both with supporting information and explanations.
- **Advanced**: [Students] are expected to draw logical conclusions and justify answers and solution processes by explaining why, as well as how, they were achieved. They should be able to communicate their thoughts clearly and concisely.

Clearly, the ability to communicate the student's level of understanding is a central component in determining the mastery level of students in mathematics, and communication in writing is part of what is expected. It is noteworthy that writing is the specified strategy for communication at the *Basic* and *Proficient* levels, while at the *Advanced* level no strategies for communication are specified. Instead, students apparently have flexibility in how they can demonstrate what they know.

Why is this important? First, these mathematics standards limit the number and kinds of recognized ways in which some students must communicate knowledge and skills. Second, the standards tie the quality of written discourse to the quality of mathematics knowledge. That is, the standards say that the students at the *Proficient* level must show not only evidence of a higher quality of mathematics but they must perform with a greater proficiency in writing than their peers who are at the *Basic* level. The apparent attenuation of how students can demonstrate mastery and the tie between levels of evidence in a content area and level of writing are both especially distressing for limited English proficient students. Even if educators recognize excep-
tions, it is not uncommon for these types of associations to be made implicitly, which often puts students with limited abilities in writing at a disadvantage.

**Weighing Non-Text and Non-English Performances Properly**

It is reasonable to expect students to know how to understand and communicate, through reading and writing, within specific content areas. What is questionable is that these requirements be linked *inextricably* to mastery in content areas other than language arts.

Sometimes there is no explicit relationship in the performance standards between literacy and mastery in subject areas other than language arts. However, all too often, assessments are designed and administered in such a way that students can not do well unless they have these skills. It is important that students be given the opportunity to demonstrate what they know. To this end, performance standards should specify the goal. If the goal is to see students demonstrate mastery, then the standards should recognize explicitly that students demonstrate this mastery in a number of ways.

Sometimes measuring literacy within content areas might be one component of the total evaluation of mastery in a subject such as mathematics or science. Assessments can be designed so that a certain section evaluates students' literacy in specific subjects. This allows LEP students to perform well on some aspects and not as well on others and still be able to achieve mastery.

Sophistication of writing skills should not be a gatekeeper that keeps LEP students from attaining higher performance standards in subjects other than writing or language arts.

**Recommendations for Aligning Performance Standards to Content Standards**

1. Unless explicitly identified in the content standards, quality of written discourse should not be tied to the quality of knowledge and skills in subject areas other than language arts.

2. LEP students should be able to demonstrate their skills and knowledge. In subject areas other than English language arts, they should be given the opportunity to demonstrate knowledge in ways that do not depend on literacy in English. This demonstration would probably involve non-text performances and/or performance in the students' native language.

3. If literacy within content areas is part of the total evaluation of mastery in a subject, it may be appropriate to identify performance criteria that specify literacy as one component of the evaluation. This would satisfy the requirements of literacy within subjects, and still allow students who have difficulty in writing or reading to demonstrate their knowledge about the subject in other sections of the evaluation.

The apparent attenuation of how students can demonstrate mastery and the tie between levels of evidence in a content area and level of writing are both especially distressing for limited English proficient students.
Chapter 3

Test Specifications and the Accessibility Framework for LEP Students

Test specifications outline what the test covers for each content area at each grade level tested. If the test has more than one form, there usually is a schemata for determining form coverage as well as test coverage. These specifications form the bridge from content standards or other subject matter domain descriptions (such as those traditionally used by test publishers to describe and define the specific content area) to what items will be included in the test. Typically, the standards or domain descriptions take the form of curriculum guidelines or frameworks which are developed and used by state and local education agencies. For that reason, specifications are translations from curricular priorities into what must, should, and might be evaluated by the assessments.

Developing test specifications from content standards or domain descriptions is one of the first procedures in building a custom or semi-custom test for an agency. Test specifications (or test outlines of some type) also may be developed from state or local content standards to evaluate how well these frameworks are aligned with existing tests. Often publishers will present agencies with their perspectives about ways in which their pre-built tests “map” or “align” with the agency’s curricular priorities (as stated in their curriculum frameworks). While these maps can be useful, it is critical that agencies develop their own specifications, based on their own sense of educational priorities, as they align tests to their standards or frameworks.

Whether tests are selected or developed, the key points from the standards should be reflected accurately in the test specifications. It is important to note that specifications vary in “grain size” or specificity within and across topics. Generally, agencies do not want the specifications to be turned into highly specific behavioral objectives, but these specifications must be precise enough that they retain the integrity of the standards on which they are based. In both cases (pre-built or custom-built) the number and relative weight of particular items or sections of items is a key consideration for alignment with the content standards.

Ensuring that test specifications are properly aligned to content standards is especially important because these specifications provide the framework for the development of all items and forms. They are the tool that determines holes in the test’s coverage as well as the appropriate amount of coverage of important concepts in the curriculum. If the test specifications show that the tests and curriculum coverage is acceptable, then it is assumed to be acceptable throughout the reporting, test interpretation, and use stages.

Because test specifications play such a central role in test development and review, accessibility to the tests needs to be evaluated at the macro-level (namely, the overall interpretation of the standards by the test). To ensure validity for diverse populations, including LEP students, alignment at the macro level pulls together much of the validity work that is accomplished at the micro level (that is, validity of each of the items for LEP students). Evaluating accessibility at the macro level provides much-needed information: whether the micro-accessibility coverage is adequate or needs improvement. It also provides a periodic formative evaluation
Test specifications provide a blueprint for how the content standards will be covered by the test. Content coverage is specified in terms of breadth (knowledge and skills) and sometimes depth (complexity and thoroughness of performance). These form the basis for what the test measures. In this section, we recommend that content coverage must be specified also in terms of its accessibility. Accessibility test specifications would highlight if the same content is being measured for all students.

**Breadth**

Breadth consists of valued knowledge and skills within content areas that warrants coverage by test items. Knowledge and skills are defined by topics to be covered and usually also by process. Sometimes breadth includes identifying percentages of items at particular levels of difficulty within topics.

With the advent of the latest round of educational reform and the development of content standards by the national associations in various content areas, such as mathematics and language arts, a new emphasis is placed on process or types of knowledge and skills that are expected from students. Knowledge and skills can be rote, such as the memorization of facts or multiplication tables, or they can be conceptual — students’ understanding of the relationships between multiplication and addition. Process also may involve applying problem-solving skills using rote and/or conceptual knowledge as the content.

**Depth**

Embedded in many content and performance standards is an expectation of performance capability best identified as depth. If we refer back to the NAEP fourth-grade performance standards in mathematics (Table 1), we see examples of depth at the different proficiency levels.

These examples of depth extend the expectations of performance beyond a mere list of topics. Typically, depth coverage has been assumed by item difficulty, the process aspect of breadth, and/or by coverage using various types of items (that is, multiple choice, short answer, or extended open-ended response items; these usually are seen as producing information about depth from low to high, respectively). However, these indices are insufficient. Items may be difficult because the fact is obscure, not because a more sophisticated performance is required. Likewise, a multiple choice “word problem” may require more depth of understanding and
integration of diverse material than a highly structured, highly scaffolded, and extended response item. In order to ensure alignment between tests and expectations of depth which have been identified and specified in standards throughout the country, the aspect of depth needs be clarified in test specifications.

The Delaware Department of Education developed a mechanism for ensuring depth coverage as well as breadth coverage. They define breadth as a matrix formed by both the content and process dimensions. In addition to this matrix, they use a second matrix that focuses on depth. In this matrix, they define depth as a function of four variables:

- Approximate time required to complete an item
- Item scaffolding (ranging through three levels from step-by-step task guidance to no hints or guiding questions)
- Level of generalization (in three levels from highly specific items to items which require generalization)
- Complexity of process (in three levels ranging from managing only a limited amount of information to processing or considering multiple pieces of information and/or procedures simultaneously).

Each item is coded on all four variables. In assembling forms and tests, depth balance across items is guided by the content standards. It was developed from the original work of Rigney and Pettit (1995) who suggested criteria for assessing the depth and quality of student work in portfolios which were assembled as large-scale evaluation tools.

**Accessibility**

As stated previously, test coverage can be conceptualized in terms of breadth (content and process) and depth. However, are test items accessible to all students? Are the tests measuring the same breadth and depth for all students? Are provisions adequate so that all students have the opportunity to understand what is being asked and to demonstrate what they know? Most, if not all, standards are written to include all students in academic programs. If evaluation of breadth and depth coverage in terms of accessibility is assumed, but not explicitly specified in test specifications, grave errors in opportunity and interpretation of scores are likely to result.

Explicitly defining accessibility specifications for tests explains the publisher and/or agency’s commitment to accessibility and how they plan on attaining it. This is true whether tests are being developed or if they are being reviewed, selected, or retrofitted.

The following section identifies one way agencies or publishers might approach the development and implementation of accessibility test specifications.

**The Test Specifications Accessibility Framework for LEP Students**

The Test Specifications Accessibility Framework for LEP students can be found in Table 2. It intends:

- to ensure that LEP students can access the requirements of each item in an assessment, and
The ELL Accessibility Framework is designed to guide the development of assessments and evaluate the accessibility of completed tasks.

**Coverage**
- ELL accessibility coverage focuses on ensuring that language minority students are able to access what is required on the tests, and are able to demonstrate what they know. For this population this means, for the most part, being able to confound the tests with respect to the students' English reading and writing limitations, and minimize cultural interference.
- Test accessibility is viewed as a composite evaluation of how each item in a form and test is made accessible through a combination of the item presentation, and the administration and response conditions available for that item on the entire test. As appropriate, rubric accessibility is also examined.
- Accessibility coverage is determined by completing the Accessibility Matrix. For multi-form tests, one matrix will be completed for each form.

**Density Expectations**
- Maximum accessibility should be expected. This is accomplished by:
  - Greatly reducing the reliance on restricted modes of communication.
  - Offering multiple access avenues that take advantage of multiple student strengths.
- Density opportunities should be equally spread throughout all aspects of breadth and depth coverage.

Accessible test coverage is a function of how the item is presented on the assessment, the administration conditions, and the response conditions. Accessibility is also important in scoring, analyses, reporting, and use. However, these latter elements build upon accessible test coverage, and do not define it.

The Test Specifications Accessibility Framework for LEP Students is used in two ways. First, it guides the development of assessments. Second, it evaluates whether the accessibility work which has been done during development is adequate. The evaluation occurs during the validation part of test development or when agencies review and select off-the-shelf tests.

The Framework is divided into two sections. The first section focuses on defining accessibility coverage. This is done by completing the Accessibility Matrix. The second section specifies density criteria: how accessible is accessible enough. This latter section is parallel to the section in the traditional content test specifications which specifies weights and percentages of coverage for each topic or content/process cells, and sometimes includes area subsections within the larger cells.

### Coverage: The Accessibility Matrix

The Accessibility Matrix of the LEP Accessibility Framework can be found in Table 3. The Accessibility Matrix demonstrates how each item in a test form is made accessible through a combination of the item presentation, the test administration conditions, and the response conditions. The Matrix guides the accessibility success of the development work discussed later in this Guide. Once matrices are completed for a new or pre-built test, for each content area and grade, they will be used to evaluate the adequacy of accessible test coverage during test development or the selection of an off-the-shelf test.
Table 3 - ELL Test Accessibility Matrix

The completed matrix will demonstrate if and how each item in a test, and therefore each test, is accessible for English language learners.

- As a test specification tool, the matrix guides the development of items to ensure they are each accessible to English language learners.
- As a test evaluation tool, the matrix demonstrates the items which are accessible and how, so that reviewers can determine if this coverage is adequate.

Directions
For each item, the Item Presentation, Administration, Response, and Rubric columns should be completed. Entries in the columns should explain how the item is accessible by using the information from the respective chapters of Ensuring Accuracy in Testing for English Language Learners (CCSSO, in press). For instance, under the presentation of items, reviewers might specify plain language editing, use of simple visuals, and access to tools and resources (this includes a list of which tools are available and should be useful for the particular item).

The Access column should indicate if the reviewers judge that the item appears to be accessible by indicating Yes/No. If no, reviewers can recommend what should be done to enhance accessibility. The total number of items which are found to be acceptable on the final matrix should guide reviewers in determining the adequacy of the test for English language learners.

The matrices are completed by filling out the appropriate information by item, for each form of the test. Item information includes rubric information, in the case of extended response items. Those completing the matrices are asked to list how each item is accessible by completing the presentation, administration, response, and rubric access columns. Typically, entries in the columns follow the information from the chapters found in this Guide. For instance, Chapter Four focuses on accessible presentation of items. Examples from Chapter Four which can be included in the matrix include specifying plain language editing, use of visuals, and/or open access to tools and resources. They may specify which tools and resources are available or should be useful for a particular item.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>PRESENTATION</th>
<th>ADMINISTRATION</th>
<th>RESPONSE</th>
<th>RUBRIC</th>
<th>ACCESSIBLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Density Expectations
This section of the LEP Accessibility Framework answers the question, "How accessible is accessible enough?" We recommend maximum accessibility. That is, agencies responsible for the development or selection of the assessment should expect that all students will be able to access virtually all the items. This should be done both by expecting maximum access to item requirements, and by clearing pathways so all students can demonstrate what they know.

While it is unreasonable to assume that all items will have visuals or performance activities, it is quite reasonable to expect that the items adhere to several of the
We urge test developers to set density expectations prior to developing tests or selecting final test forms.

Recommendations

1. **Accessibility of a test is determined by item by completing the Accessibility Framework and its matrices.** Accessibility is viewed as a composite of how items are presented to students, how they are administered to students, and how students are allowed to respond. For instance, in some cases how an item is presented may make it sufficiently accessible. In another case, one or more administration procedures may make it accessible, or accessibility may be a function of a combination of presentation and how students are allowed to respond.

2. **Density expectations should be spread equally throughout breadth and depth of a test to ensure adequate accessible test coverage.** Accessibility should not be focused within only one or two topics or at one depth level.

3. **It is not acceptable merely to include one or two token “accessibility” items, or items that allow only one or two types of access.** Admittedly, it is impossible to ensure perfect access because students have different strengths and limitations. However, heightened access results when tests loosen their reliance on certain modes connected to the limitations of many LEP students.
Item writing is an iterative process, with several significant steps. To produce a test that is valid and accessible to all students, including LEP students, the items themselves must be as valid and accessible as possible. Therefore, in order to increase the assurance that large-scale mainstream testing instruments measure what they purport to measure for the LEP student population, it is important that accessibility be produced and evaluated at the item level, as well as at points where test level concerns are the issue.

We make an artificial distinction in this Guide. This chapter will focus on the writing of items while the following chapter will focus on the development of rubrics for the constructed response items. Actually, when constructed extended open-response items and performance tasks are written, the rubrics or scoring guides should be written at the same time. While some test developers or agencies use generic rubrics which are built independent of specific items, it is still important for item developers to be aware of ways in which the evaluation of student work as defined by these rubrics affects the items being written.

We do not differentiate in this chapter between the writing of different types of items (short answer, multiple choice, extended open-response, and various kinds of hands-on performance tasks) except when noted. Items should be accessible, no matter what type they are. Certainly, different kinds of items pose special issues, including accessibility issues, and some problems of access are relevant to most or all items.

**General Considerations When Writing Accessible Items**

The sophistication of literacy should be kept to a minimum in assessment items, since the purpose is to impart a clear stimulus or signal to which the test-taker is expected to respond. One exception is the deliberate use of certain vocabulary germane to a subject area which should be learned as part of learning the concepts the vocabulary represents. For instance, students in geometry should be expected to know what pentagons and hexagons are. The other exceptions, of course, are in the evaluation of mastery in language arts. Reading passages are selected or written to contain the appropriate level of reading sophistication for the grade level being assessed, and writing rubrics specifically define and evaluate the sophistication of the written responses. However, even in language arts, items themselves can be written for clarity and evaluated for complexity.

There are several fields and bodies of work where clear, effective communication is central: technical writing, advertising, linguistics, computer software technology, English as a second language, and the field of learning disabilities. Some learning and cognitive psychologists as well as language arts specialists also focus on this issue. These fields share certain common elements relevant to responses in student testing. These elements include defining what makes language clear or plain, what types of surroundings enhance or constrict the effective commu-
At times, item writers do not consider fully how expectations related to diverse experiences or value systems affect students if they come from very different cultures.

The parameters defining effective communication and use of cultural assumptions in items should hinge on what knowledge or skill is supposed to be measured in an item. While it is reasonable to expect that parameters of time and funding costs will affect testing products, communicative and cultural misunderstandings should not distort tests to the extent that the integrity of what is being measured is compromised.

**Nine Elements in Writing Accessible Items: Recommendations for LEP Students**

It is beyond the scope of this Guide to conduct a thorough review of all the common accessibility elements which could affect how items are drafted. However, we provide an overview of nine of the most important and relevant elements combined with sets of recommendations for each element which discusses selected intervention strategies for LEP students. The nine elements we discuss include:

- Defining what items measure
- Clear expectations
- Use of plain language
- Use of plain format
- Use of simple visuals
- Access and contextual information
- Access to tools and resources
- Access and performance activities
- Additional issues of native language and culture.

**Defining What Items Measure**

Item construct statements explain what specific knowledge and/or skills the items intend to measure. One or two bulleted phrases are often sufficient, particularly when they define what is being assessed in multiple choice and short answer items. The statements also should specify any prior knowledge or skills expectations which are defined as necessary building blocks to what is being measured.

Test developers typically do not write statements about what each item is supposed to measure. The practice is more prevalent when extended open-response items or performance tasks are under development because the measurement
requirements for these items and tasks is often more complex than the requirements for multiple choice or short, constructed response items.

Statements about what is measured are critical for those championing accessibility because these statements explicitly define the validity intent, or exactly what is supposed to be measured, for each item. It is important to know what specific content and/or skill(s) are supposed to be assessed in items, so it can be evaluated if other skills or content are required which have no relevance to what is being measured. In this way it will become clear which conditions, if any, can vary, so that the integrity of the construct will remain intact but the irrelevant factors will be minimized for students who need it.

**Recommendations for Item Statements**

1. **We recommend that statements be written for each item on a test.** Many publishers and contractors will balk at this expectation (mainly because it is not part of their regular procedures, and they usually have vast banks of completed items with no statements). The statements also specify exactly what the item asks students to know and/or do, and item developers (publisher/contractor staff or educator-writers) have typically not been held responsible at that level. But once this expectation has been included in the development routine, it actually takes very little time and often makes item-writing easier.

2. **Agencies may work with their publishers to phase in this requirement over a couple of years when new or retrofitted tests are being developed.** If existing tests are reviewed or selected, we recommend that statements are requested for a random sample of items prior to review.

3. **Statements should be written in such a way that it is clear not only what is being measured, but what is not being measured by the item.** This will help writers know what part of the items can be made more accessible for LEP students.

**Clear Expectations**

One of the most important elements in writing a “good” item is to be very clear in the item about what the student is being required to know and/or do. Sometimes it is easy for educated adults to make assumptions about what is expected, which often produces misleading results about student mastery when students have to “guess.” It is especially problematic when the student’s experiences are different from mainstream culture and its expectations, as would be the case with a large percentage of English language learners. An example of an item which explains how students can respond can be found in Figure 1. Specifically, we recommend that there are three aspects of items that can be reviewed for clarity.

**Recommendations for Clarifying Expectations in Items**

1. **Student response options must be clearly stated.** For instance, if students are being asked to explain themselves, it should be made explicit that pictures, diagrams, charts, and/or algorithms will be acceptable if it is appropriate. Likewise, if communication via writing is expected, this also should be made clear.
While writers might think certain expectations are obvious, if they are not explicit in the item, then they are subject to honest misinterpretation in the responses.

Maria wants to buy a 75-cent snack from a vending machine. The machine takes only nickels, dimes, and quarters. Maria has 7 nickels, 5 dimes, and 2 quarters.

Part 1
Show all the different ways she could pay for the snack. You may use words, diagrams, or charts.

2. If the quality of the students’ writing, and/or the presentation of information in the charts, pictures, and other visuals will be evaluated, then it must be explicit that these will be evaluated. The evaluation criteria for the presentation of the material should be made clear to the student, either through the directions, as part of the item, and/or in rubrics provided prior to the test. This is over and above the criteria about the evaluation of the subject matter covered in the item.

3. Any additional requirements or constraints should be spelled out. If students are expected to anticipate the concerns of the “audience” in a constructed response item, then the type of audience for the item must be specified explicitly so that the type of concerns will be clear. Students should be told specifically to anticipate, state, and respond to the concerns. While writers might think certain expectations are obvious, if they are not explicit in the item, then they are subject to honest misinterpretation in the responses.

Using Plain Language

In order to guard against unnecessary language complexity, test publishers routinely route most or all of their item-related text through procedures which flag readability problems, and subsequently edit items and some text passages. However, these screens do not appear to be sufficient for a significant portion of students, including many LEP students (LaCelle-Peterson and Rivera, 1994; Hanson, Hodgkins, Kopriva, Saez, and Brooks, 1996; 1997; Abedi and others, 1995; 1997).

We make seven recommendations intended to improve the accessibility of assessment text material. These apply not only to the items and contextual passages, but also to the directions and any other text in which the language is not salient to what is being measured. We use the term “plain language” to distinguish
Barney’s Sandwich Shop

Barney’s Sandwich Shop sells sandwiches. Barney puts 1 kind of meat, one kind of cheese, and one topping on every sandwich he makes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meat</th>
<th>Cheese</th>
<th>Toppings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>Jack</td>
<td>Pickles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham</td>
<td>Cheddar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roast Beef</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) List all the different combinations of sandwiches he can make.

2) Barney is thinking of adding one thing to the menu, either turkey (a new meat), or onions (a new topping). Which addition would allow him to make more different kinds of sandwiches?

Explain how you know.

5A Bill’s Sandwich Shop

Bill makes sandwiches. He puts one kind of meat, one kind of cheese and one kind of topping on each sandwich.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meat</th>
<th>Cheese</th>
<th>Toppings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>American</td>
<td>Tomato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham</td>
<td>Swiss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. List all the different kinds of sandwiches he can make.

2. Bill can add one new thing, either a new meat (turkey) or a new topping (onions). Which would allow him to make more different kinds of sandwiches?

Explain how you know.
the editing procedures from a perception that modifications reflect a dumbing down of the item requirements. We emphasize that editing clarifies expectations and should make the item requirements clearer and more accessible for many students.

Figure 2 provides an example of Plain Language and Plain Formatting. The first item illustrates the original item; the second item is a revision with plain language and plain formatting changes.

**Recommendations To Improve Accessibility of Text Material**

1. **Item sentences or stems must be kept brief and straightforward, with a simple sentence or phrase structure.** No additional clauses or phrases should be used, and the same sentence structure (e.g., subject with optional adjective first, followed by a verb, and then an object with optional adjective and/or adverb) should be retained throughout the assessment, for all items, as possible.

2. **Consistency in paragraph structures should be employed.** The range of organizational structures in paragraphs needs to be restrained and held constant throughout the test, to the extent possible. For instance, paragraph structures may all begin with the topic sentence, include two explanatory sentences, and end with a closing or summary sentence. While complexity and variation in structure might represent good writing, they make tests more problematic for some English language learners, as well as some other students.

   It is common for these students to be unable to recognize the item's requirements (e.g., what the item is asking them to do) when the item is presented in more complex stems, sentences, or paragraphs. This is minimized when stems and sentences are consistently of one structural type and when paragraphs are structured in the same way.

3. **The present tense and active voice should be used as much as possible.** The rationale is the same as the rationale regarding simple structures in stems, sentences, and paragraphs. Present tense and active voice typically are learned first, when LEP students are learning English in U.S. classrooms. Other tenses and voices very easily can camouflage the measurement intent in items for ELLs, as well as for other students who are challenged by reading or language.

4. **Rephrasing or rewording ideas and sentences should be kept to a minimum.** Paraphrasing words or ideas should be recognized explicitly, and either not done or done with all the original words immediately following in parentheses. This means using the same words to refer to the same phenomenon, concept, person, place, thing, action, or modifier rather than using a variety of words. While repetition is considered poor writing, use of variant terms makes comprehension significantly more difficult.

5. **Pronouns should be used in a very judicious manner.** The same word should be used repeatedly, rather than using pronouns to refer to people, things, or ideas. The complexity engendered by multiple pronouns is needlessly confusing. When pronouns are used, they should be followed immediately by the term they reference in parentheses, as necessary and possible.

6. **High-frequency words are the best choice.** Word frequency estimators are published and available. Sometimes frequency is measured in context; for instance, pepperoni is considered a higher frequency word than anchovies when pizzas are the topic. For LEP students, high-frequency issues are sometimes mediated by cultural experiences.
7. **Words with double meanings or colloquialisms should be omitted or defined in the text.** Both words with double meanings and colloquialisms are used far more than we realize. It is important that someone skilled in recognizing these words and phrases review all text. A few examples of double meanings in science include earth (the planet) vs. earth (soil); plate (as tectonic structure) vs. plate (hot plate); and fault (geologic feature) vs. fault (error). When words with double meanings or colloquialisms are used, they can be defined in the text itself or in parentheses immediately following the word or phrase.

**Using Plain Format**

The focus in “plain formatting” assessments is to minimize or offset sensory overload. For many students who struggle because of linguistic challenges and visual orientation issues — as well as students who suffer from anxiety, processing, and/or activity challenges — several ways in which we package tests can be extremely distracting and/or overwhelming. This population includes many LEP students who struggle with overload because they must translate back and forth in their heads between their native language and English. English language learners also benefit from formatting that breaks up text or presents other sources of stimulation beyond text. These recommendations can be beneficial for LEP students of all ages, not just elementary school students.

**Recommendations for the Use of Plain Format**

1. **Visuals are often important, but they should be kept simple and to the point.** These are useful for LEP students because they provide another source of information about the item’s expectations.

2. **Large print forms should be available for LEP students.** While these typically have been produced for the visually impaired, a number of teachers of learning disabled students report that these forms help students of all ages focus on the text. Several teachers have suggested that other students — for example, some English language learners and students not from any identified special population — have experienced the same benefits from large print forms as well. Several font sizes have been recommended, with 18 point often cited as useful and manageable. This font size appears to be beneficial for students, not too costly to produce, and not terribly bulky for teachers to handle along with other test forms.

3. **At least some forms should omit the use of item columns, limit the number of items per page, and/or provide students with a template to use.** The goal of each of these format adaptations is to reduce textual clutter, allowing students to focus more easily on any particular item or section. Item columns may be efficient, but teachers report that they are a central source of overload and confusion for some students, especially those who have challenges with written text (Hodgkins, 1997). This certainly includes some English language learners, particularly those whose English literacy proficiency is minimal and those students who do not have much experience with text.

   Limiting the number of items per page usually means using the entire page, but spreading out a lesser number of items than usual with plenty of empty, white
Teachers of LEP students suggest that simple visuals be used as frequently as possible.

4. Sample templates should be part of advance sample materials which teachers should be encouraged to use in class, but as few as possible should be used in an assessment. If formats include item columns, small print, and/or many items per page, they are particularly useful. However, they can be confusing ("which one to use?") or embarrassing ("I'm being treated like a baby") unless care is given to the manner in which templates are presented.

5. Lines or "boxes" which frame text or answer space should be used in a judicious way. These formatting tools are often useful in organizing text in assessments. Care must be taken, however, to avoid distraction with fancy borders, and their purpose must be clear. For instance, in one assessment students were asked to "provide your answer below." The item was framed in a box to draw the students' attention to it and white space below was where students were supposed to compose their answer. However, several students tried to squeeze their answers into the item box.

Another common "line" problem highlights the advantages and disadvantages of placing lines in the booklet on which students can write. Spacing and numbers of lines can restrict expression or imply that a lengthy response is expected, whereas leaving white space may be too ambiguous. Educators should guide the spacing requirements: the number of lines and/or amount of white space should be part of the review discussions.

6. Forms that include these recommended adaptations might be given to a wide variety of students who request them, including teacher requests for students. This may include not only students identified as limited English proficient but others who can benefit from the adaptations. Some of the recommendations can be accomplished on all forms; some, such as large print forms, will be produced as an alternative to a smaller print form with the same items. When format-adapted forms are published, the varied formats should occur across all or several forms of the test to avoid the effect of certain students taking only certain forms.

Use of Simple Visuals

Teachers of LEP students suggest that simple visuals be used as frequently as possible to facilitate the understanding of what is being asked/presented in a specific item or group of related items. However, the illustrations or charts should not be so complicated as to distract from the intention of the item.

An example of an effective visual appears in a local assessment in California. The item, Where on Earth?, can be found in Figure 3.

This visual is effective because of the bendable nature of the lamp and clearly separate beakers with distinctly different textures to represent water, soil, and sand. This provides a visual grounding and sequencing for students that parallels the statements and expectations in the text of the item. The thermometers underscore the heating aspect of the question. The words "dark" and "light" are used to describe...
Where on Earth?

Mrs. Flores' class has been learning about the position and composition of the Earth and the interaction between the earth and the sun. The following experiment was used in part of their study.

Using everything you know about light, heat and water, how do you think this activity helps explain the uneven heating of the Earth's surfaces?

the soil and sand and to facilitate accurate understanding of the item. It is also important that the picture contains no other information that could distract students.

Recommendations About the Use of Visuals

1. Visuals should be used to facilitate the understanding of what is being asked or presented in an item or group of items. Remember why the visual is being used.

2. Visuals should mirror, or parallel, the item statements and expectations. This mirroring enhances the items by providing two sources of grounding and sequencing (the same information in the text and in the illustration or chart).

3. No “supplementary” or unnecessary information should be placed in the visual to distract students from the requirements in the item.

4. Each major part of the item should be represented in the visual. While additional, unnecessary information is confusing to students, omitting important pieces of the item also can be misleading.

5. Simple text can and should be used in the visuals that correspond to important words in the item. As in the example above, using “dark” and “light” in the illustration is important not only because the words clarify which beaker holds soil and which holds sand, but because they are the same words as in the text and they act as a bridge to connect the item text and the illustration.

Contextual Information

Contextual information consists of introductory or explanatory text which is part of items or blocks of items. For instance, to introduce an eighth-grade 1996 NAEP science performance activity and several related items about salt solutions, an introductory section placed the exercise within the context of water in natural ecosystems.
Using tools and resources means abandoning the attitude that they allow students to "cheat" or feign knowledge.

The section also explained what would occur during the exercise. Throughout the activity, directions were included prior to different steps of the performance, with explanations about how to complete the various charts and other preparatory information. These portions were all in addition to the items themselves.

There are advantages and disadvantages to including contextual information, particularly for LEP students. To some extent, effects are mitigated by how the contextual information is conveyed to the student. The solution, for the most part, is to maximize the advantages contextual information affords, and minimize its disadvantages.

It is important for educators to remember that items which include contextual information are often measuring different parts of constructs than items which are set in a more sterile environment. If LEP students are to be evaluated with the same kinds of assessments as other students, the issue then becomes "How should LEP students be tested with items which contain contextual information?", not "Should LEP students be tested with items which contain contextual information?"

**Recommendations for Using Contextual Information**

1. We recommend, in general, that contextual information be included in assessments for LEP students. Inclusion is recommended because:
   - The information usually places items within a context that is often more real for students
   - Contextual introductions can help "even the playing field" by providing background information rather than relying on prior knowledge
   - Step-by-step explanations used throughout a complex assessment exercise provide a sequencing framework.

2. The disadvantages related to including contextual information for LEP students should be minimized. This can be done by following the guidance presented in this document, and integrating it into how the contextual passages are presented. The primary disadvantages are:
   - The explanations and introductions are often lengthy, and reading intensive;
   - Students are typically required to read the information on their own as part of the test.

   Test directions are not routed routinely through existing readability indicators, much less the plain language and format recommendations discussed here. The same is true with contextual introductory and explanatory sections. Information is often lengthy, providing a vivid contextual frame which is entertaining to those of us who read well and easily. But to LEP students, the same information may be confusing, exhausting, and cumbersome. Frequently, the full explanation and set of directions is given all at once before an activity and/or block of items, and students are expected to remember or refer back to the directions while they move through the exercise. This is doubly difficult for those with linguistic challenges, and unnecessarily complicated. As a result, the intensity with which students must deal with the language can significantly distort how students respond to the items.

3. General considerations for minimizing the disadvantages include:
   - Performance activities should be included if at all possible which give substantial access to those with kinesthetic, tactile, spatial, and related strengths.
• All text, including directions and introductory text, should be routed through plain language and format procedures
• Directions and explanations should be read aloud, as students follow the text in their booklets
• Directions should be spread throughout the exercise
• The amount of text the students were expected to read on their own should be kept to a minimum
• Visuals should be incorporated if possible
• Pretest discussions before a set of items and/or a performance activity should enhance access.

**Access to Tools and Resources**

Limited English proficient students, as well as many other students, rely on their kinesthetic, tactile, spatial, and other strengths to help them learn. They also rely on these strengths to understand and process the requirements and problem-solving expectations of test items. Incidentally, these are strengths commonly used in the workplace: Engineers and designers regularly make models and use 3D software to conceptualize problems and define solutions.

We define tools and resources as physical aids, such as mathematics manipulatives, or informational documents of some type. In all cases, the tools and resources which are discussed here refer to age-appropriate aids which do not compromise the integrity of what assessment items are intended to measure. This means that the tools and resources should not give some students an advantage in understanding what items are requiring or how students are allowed to demonstrate what they know. However, earlier arguments have discussed that typical paper-and-pencil tests disadvantage some students, including many LEP students. Therefore, it may be appropriate to allow students to use selected tools and resources to offset the disadvantages of tests which have substantial literacy expectations.

Using selected tools and resources during the testing process has become more commonplace, such as including paper tiles or rulers in test booklets for students to punch out and use for specific items in mathematics. While encouraging, this progress is not sufficient.

**Cautions and Costs**

Obviously, it is possible to overdo. For instance, computers can allow students access to vast amounts of information, depending on software, programs, and hardware capacity. Using computers to provide standardized sets of information and manipulation capabilities is a good idea. However, it is possible to distract and over-stimulate students. We encourage educators and assessment experts to find a balance which is richer and more accessible than current testing environments, but not uncontrollably inundated with technology.

Some agencies have taken the position that any tools that the content standards encourage schools to acquire and use can be allowed during the assessment. Depending on the choice of tools and resources, there should be at least one set per classroom. The cost is born by the districts, as long as time and security arrange-
Some item-drafting problems are more specific to English language learners. Staff from the test publishing company, Advanced Systems in Measurement and Evaluation, have said that to ensure security, there can be a maximum of two testing shifts which immediately follow each other per subject area/grade. This, of course, has implications for resource levels.

**Recommendations for Using Tools and Resources**

1. **Test-givers should allow reasonable access to a set of tools and resources throughout the test, and remove the specific tool or resource when items explicitly measure that specific skill.** When this practice occurs, students are allowed to access their strengths to solve problems, except when those skills are being evaluated.

   For instance, mathematics or science items which measure computation or estimation skills can be done in a block when calculators are not allowed. Other than that, calculators should be allowed for all items: whether students need them to calculate information (these items then might measure students’ ability to determine which operations to use), or whether students use them as a ruler or building block. The same use would apply to dictionaries and other resources. While this sounds daunting, once completed, policies and many resources can be recycled over time.

   Using tools and resources means abandoning the attitude that they allow students to “cheat” or feign knowledge. This is why it is so important that everyone, beginning with item writers and test developers, knows specifically what items measure and what they do not measure.

   Withholding resources from an entire test because of selected items is the same as allowing them for all items, regardless of what items seek to measure.

2. **Local content standards should define what tools and resources are useful and allowable.** The integrity of the standards should not be compromised. Students should not be allowed to use resources directly related to what is being assessed.

3. **Reasonable access means that most items (not just one or two per test) will be accessible to students with a range of diverse strengths.** This includes reasonable access to tools and resources which may not be directly related to an item, but which are also not compromising the integrity of the item. This allows students some freedom to solve problems in what we might consider to be unconventional ways.

4. **Who decides which tools and resources to use and when?** It is recommended that these decisions be made by key individuals who include:
   - Content-matter specialists who are very familiar with the content standards and local needs
   - Specialists who are involved in the development or selection of the assessments
   - Specialists from special needs, gifted, and vocational programs who have first-hand knowledge of local resources and how to access the strengths of these students
   - Test contractor’s representative
   - Funding agency representative with political and funding knowledge.

5. **Tools and resources can be assembled from a variety of places.** Besides producing disposable tools as part of the assessment materials, other sources include:
   - Trade information from businesses and government agencies
   - Public television and radio programs
• Computer companies or computer departments at universities where resources can be found which can be adapted, and/or people might volunteer or be paid honoraria to lend their expertise

• Mainstream teachers, teachers of special needs students, gifted students, and those in vocational and creative experimental programs.

6. **There are many issues and questions to balance and consider when making decisions about resources.** We recommend that considerations such as these identified below be discussed thoughtfully with a range of stakeholders, including educators of LEP students. For instance:

   • Item or testing environments can be too complex and extensive. The goal is to find a balance which is richer and more accessible than the environments of today, but not uncontrollably inundated.

   • Who pays for the resources and tools, and how extensive a set should be provided? Should there be enough for one set per student, one set per classroom, or one set per four students? Some of the tools/resources are expensive; is it worth the cost when students will probably only need and/or use them for a few questions?

   • If students are allowed to share tools and resources, and/or if testing is done in shifts, how is security maintained?

   • Time and scheduling constraints are very real and need to be addressed.

   • Local educators need public relations help from the client agencies and publishers to be able to explain the reasons, rationale, and the balance of plus and minuses behind these types of enhancements.

**Performance Activities**

The pros and cons of including performance activities in large-scale assessments are a source of debate, mostly in terms of how they can provide enhanced opportunities for demonstrating mastery versus funding, time, and security constraints. However, the advantages of including performance activities in order to allow students access to item requirements cannot be overstated. These activities can provide extended opportunities for students to use their kinesthetic, tactile, spatial and other related strengths beyond what is possible on even the best paper-and-pencil test.

The recommendations outlined below provide suggestions which increase accessibility for LEP students and appear to be reasonable for publishers and agencies responsible for test administration.

**Recommendations for Using Performance Activities**

1. **Performance activities do not need to be lengthy, complex, or expensive to be worthwhile.** Fifteen minutes or so is often sufficient.

2. **Performance activities can precede a set of items, occur as part of the assessment, or be used by students to respond to item requirements.** Structuring the use of tools and resources often entails some kind of activity. Students might collect and record data by measuring their desks, shoe laces, or even their arms and legs, and
Sometimes confusion arises simply because LEP students are not completely proficient in English.

then answer items having to do with estimation, interpretation, and extrapolation.

Class discussions might be useful starting points. A structured 15-minute conversation about the Persian Gulf war could lead into items that ask students to provide individual answers about the nature and implications of wars in general, and which require specific evidence from conflicts in or including the United States during its first 100 years as a country. The items would not cover the same materials as the discussion, but the conversation stimulates student thought about wars in ways that extend beyond simple considerations of weapons. Including music as a tool enhances item access in any subject area, whether used in mathematics or used to underscore the intent of a reading passage in language arts. Developing a short activity associated with the music tape, perhaps tapping to the music, discussing art as a conveyer of information, or asking for one or more item responses to be “written in music” (not necessarily formally) are also examples of productive performance activities.

3. Several local experts can provide ideas and evidence about the importance of including this opportunity in assessments. Experts who work with students identified as gifted, as well as teachers of special needs students (across the ability continuum), should be able to provide ideas and documentation to wary constituencies about who benefits from performance activities. Test publishers experienced with performance activities, subject matter specialists who are involved with educational reforms, and several noted cognitive and educational psychologists, can help provide credible empirical information regarding the relationship between performance access and scores.

Additional Issues of Native Language and Culture

Some item-drafting problems are more specific to English language learners. These include the impact of students’ home language or limited proficiency in English, expectations in items which assume prior common experiences if a student grows up in the U.S., and expectations in items which assume a common value system to that typically endorsed in the U.S.

This section provides examples of where confusion might arise in items, based on language or culture. While not recommendations, per se, the examples which follow highlight areas in which test developers need to be cognizant. Using the recommendations from the other eight sections in this chapter, items can be drafted which alleviate types of problems outlined here.

Language Issues

Items can be written that unintentionally are linguistically confusing to English language learners. These may include the use of words or phrases which mean something different when translated from the student’s first language. Also, confusion can result from rules of syntax or word order that differ in a student’s home language. Yet another common source of student confusion comes from words that mean something different in English than in the student’s home language.

Different symbols are used to indicate numbers or numbers operations in different parts of the world; for instance, periods are sometimes used instead of commas in mathematics in writing numbers. 3.001 is three thousand and one, but
we would read it as three and one thousandth. In England the “3.5” is often written with the decimal point at the midpoint between two numbers rather than at the bottom: 3.5). This could be confused with the symbol for “dot product” in the American mathematical notation for multiplication. In another example, a “billion” is translated numerically into 1,000,000,000,000 in some Latin American countries. We would call this number a “trillion.”

There is often confusion related to different monetary systems. Use of monetary words, such as dollar or peso, may mean different amounts depending on the country.

Sometimes confusion arises simply because LEP students are not completely proficient in English. The use of homophones can be confusing: hole vs. whole, break vs. brake, passed (read as past) vs. past (time), and reflex vs. reflects. Students may misunderstand the meaning of words because of typographical conventions unique to writing in specific academic disciplines. For example, words learned and used formally in certain science disciplines are also words in English which mean something else entirely. While fluent English speakers learn to listen to the context to ascertain the proper meaning, this is unnecessarily confusing for LEP students. Some examples discussed earlier include earth (the planet) vs. earth (soil), plate (as tectonic structure) vs. plate (one eats from), and mole (a chemical unit) vs. mole (a birthmark) and mole (a rodent).

**Cultural Issues**

Throughout this Guide, we caution readers not to underestimate the impact of cultural differences on the accurate assessment of student achievement. A test item is written to measure a certain skill, but the context in the item can alter the measurement intent for students from certain backgrounds or with different cultural/linguistic experiences. Sometimes the issue is item-specific and must be clarified or rethought; occasionally problems arise when scoring unexpected responses.

Two sets of cultural expectations seem to have a primary impact on how a student understands the requirements of an item: (1) expectations in items that assume prior experiences that are common if a student grows up in the U.S., and (2) expectations in items that assume a value system common to the value system typically endorsed in the U.S. These cultural expectations become especially problematic when a student’s experiences or values are distinctly diverse from those typically experienced by the mainstream population in the U.S.

In some cases, items expect students to recognize certain things or events, or to have had certain experiences growing up. One example is a set of items which uses a parade as the context. In some parts of the world, parades are limited to political agendas, and espouse very different sets of feelings and perceptions than U.S. parades, even though many U.S. parades are patriotic in origin (for example, a parade on July 4th). Sometimes items ask a question using an object common in Western cultures but less common in other cultures (for instance, telephone booths or vending machines).

Problems that spring from diverse cultural value systems often can be overlooked, sometimes because item writers are unaware that the item is affecting a value that is not universal. One example is the assumption that, if requested, a student will provide an extended discourse about a particular topic, which often assumes they will predict the concerns or issues of the audience and include responses to those points in his or her answer. Some cultures do not value arguments or differing points of view, an
explanation of something when they know the reader already knows the answer, or answers to questions or concerns before they are expressed. Other examples include assumptions that the student will understand the value of competition, or the value of individual rights.

To solve such problems, sometimes it is important to change the context or wording of an item, or to clarify expectations for responses to a problem whose context is set in a cultural experience. Minimizing language issues depends on how the items are evaluated by LEP students, by experts familiar with the students' primary languages, and by experts in the teaching of content and English.
Rubrics are scoring guides that accompany and evaluate how well students respond to constructed response items. There are "generic" and "item-specific" rubrics. Generic rubrics guide the evaluation of responses of a number of items in a general way, while item-specific rubrics discuss specific evaluation issues with respect to a given item. Rubrics should be developed concurrently with constructed response items; rubrics, as well as the items, should be reviewed and evaluated to determine if their expectations of performance are accurate and adequate for LEP students.

It is not unusual for test developers to begin by framing generic rubrics, and then build item-specific rubrics from the general model. Sometimes the generic rubric is retained and supplementary notes are written about the specific issues inherent in each item. Even when item-specific rubrics are used, more detailed notes often are developed to discuss item-related evaluation points. In either case, notes become an integral part of the rubric materials. For this reason, this chapter focuses on not only the rubrics per se, but also on any and all notes which accompany the rubrics and which are used to evaluate student responses to open-ended items.

What does it mean to write accurate and accessible rubrics? Such rubrics allow students to demonstrate what they know about what the item requests. Unless the item measures writing skills, per se, students should have flexibility in the ways in which they respond. In short, rubrics should be properly aligned with their respective items and they should be properly aligned for all students.

Why is proper alignment critical? Unintended literacy assumptions in rubrics, e.g., that a student will articulate what s/he knows through writing, can often limit LEP students' ability to demonstrate what they know. In addition, cultural expectations can limit access for English language learners. While these confounding elements will not be identified specifically by the items, it is not unusual to find expectations about literacy or cultural perspectives written into rubrics.

It also is not unusual to find these expectations about literacy or cultural perspectives written unevenly into rubrics throughout the score points. In the NAEP mathematics performance standards, discussed earlier in this Guide, literacy expectations occurred in the bottom two performance levels (Basic and Proficient). Sometimes, construct-irrelevant expectations such as these occur more frequently at the higher score levels where students are expected to respond with a certain level of sophistication (e.g., literacy sophistication or evidence of deeper, subtle knowledge of a value, experience, or perspective which is more common in the mainstream U.S. experience or belief system than in experiences or beliefs in other cultures). If LEP students know the content that is assessed, they should not be hampered by cultural or literacy limitations or differences. Rubrics must support this perspective in a consistent and even manner. Since cultural issues often are more difficult to pinpoint or identify than literacy issues, we discuss two brief examples related to culture.

Sometimes students understand the construct being measured, but their responses reflect prior experiences that may be very different from those experienced by students growing up in mainstream U.S. culture. For instance, a national assessment of educational progress recently included an item that asked students to define elements that would promote a healthy lifestyle. The test developers deter-
Sometimes the cultural issue reflects a misunderstanding based on diverse cultural value systems.

Figure 4 - Water Distribution

Draw and label a picture showing the source and distribution of water in a community.

Ensuring Accuracy in Testing for English Language Learners
Recommendations for Accessible Rubric Development for LEP Students

In order to produce rubrics that are accessible for LEP students, we recommend that five steps be followed during rubric development:

1. **Educators with particular knowledge of the literacy and cultural issues of LEP students should influence the development of all rubrics and all rubric notes.** These educators should draft some of the rubrics and notes, informally trying them out in (and getting feedback from) classrooms where there are LEP students. They also should be involved in the in-house sharing of ideas as rubrics and notes are built. These educators must be familiar with different sets of issues relevant to the home country cultures of the LEP students being tested locally, and a range of first language issues and English proficiency levels. Examples of work from LEP students should be included in the notes.

2. **Rubrics should be drafted to ensure that content measurement expectations are not confounded with literacy and cultural expectations, unless literacy or certain experiences or beliefs specifically are chosen for evaluation.** Rubrics should be properly aligned with construct statements of the items. If no construct statements exist, experts on LEP students will need input from content experts to determine if literacy or cultural expectations are part of the constructs that are being measured — and then write the rubrics and notes accordingly. Sometimes rubrics and notes need to be edited to remove any irrelevant literacy or cultural expectations. At other times, additional language clarifies the rubrics.

3. **Proper alignment between item and rubric expectations must occur consistently and evenly throughout all the score points so that students are not discouraged from meeting criteria at each and every score point.**

4. **Each item and rubric should provide multiple, explicit ways that allow students to respond.** This is consistent with the multi-modal approach that occurs in the classroom. LEP educators are proficient at encouraging a range of ways for students to demonstrate knowledge in the classroom, and therefore they will be very helpful working with test developers to broaden their ideas of ways in which this type of information can be gathered within the testing context.
5. Most, if not all, rubrics should be free from improper literacy and cultural interference. It is not acceptable to say a test is accessible because a mere one or two of the items allow non-text responses.

Improper literacy expectations usually arise when developers (a) rely too heavily on written responses to demonstrate mastery, or (b) expect a level of sophistication of written response beyond the expectation that students somehow successfully communicate to the reader what they know. Instead, rubrics should allow non-written information from students to augment or replace written responses. This information should include non-text paper and pencil responses such as charts, diagrams, pictures, and algorithms. If possible, students may also respond orally or perform the solution to a task (such as actually producing a chemical solution which would solve a chemistry problem).

Our intent is to separate cultural issues from content expectations. Students should be evaluated on the content expectations, regardless of the unexpected ways they might handle the contextual surrounding of the item. The differential impact of student experiences or value systems needs to be anticipated before tests are implemented. Item writers, along with reviewers, need to be alert to the influence of culture on responses. This influence needs to be written into the rubrics and notes so that scorers will know how to give proper credit to LEP student responses.
Chapter 6

Promising Administration and Response Accommodations

What test administration and response accommodations are beneficial for use with English language learners? Obviously, the central reason for any accommodation for LEP students is the increased accuracy of results about their mastery of content. No matter what the accommodation, the integrity of the subject matter construct must be retained.

A thorough discussion of administration and response accommodations is beyond the scope and purpose of this Guide. Instead, we focus on:

- Administration and response accommodations with particular promise for LEP students
- The rationale for using these accommodations
- An explanation of those LEP students who would benefit the most from specific accommodations
- Possible complications associated with the use of accommodations.

In her presentation at the American Educational Research Association’s Annual Meeting (1998), Martha Thurlow summarized the current status of accommodation use in state achievement tests for students with disabilities. Her comments are relevant also to the status of LEP students taking the same kinds of tests. While some accommodations are more popular than others, there is little consistency governing which accommodations are allowed. There is also little rationale for accommodation patterns when scores of accommodated and non-accommodated students are to be aggregated. There is no cohesive logic that governs when and under what conditions tests taken under accommodated conditions are scored or “counted,” even in a separated form from the non-accommodated results. The marked lack of research about the uses and effects of accommodations has resulted in guidance stemming mostly from political or cost-efficiency sources, rather than from the wisdom of best practice documented by empirical research.

Results from the Council of Chief State School Officers’ 1998 annual survey of state testing directors point to the confusion that surrounds the selection of LEP students for inclusion in mainstream testing, which accommodations are allowed, if LEP students’ scores are reported, and how the results from the accommodated students should be used.

Usually the agency responsible for building and/or administering the assessment is responsible for determining which LEP students should receive accommodations. Since commercially published tests typically are not constructed to include a broad range of LEP students (which means that many English language learners have not been included in piloting or norming samples, especially under accommodated conditions), publishers might advise waiving students who would benefit from accommodations or from being included without accommodations in mainstream tests. This guidance from publishers may run counter to the standards-based expectations in states and districts that base program and possibly student-level decisions on test data assumed to be inclusive and comparable. Tindal (1998) describes three accommodation
The need for flexibility is particularly intense when students are new to this country and/or have little proficiency in English. Flexible testing conditions remain important and relevant as long as literacy and/or cultural issues serve as a barrier to the accurate assessment of the students, whether or not these students are schooled in mainstream classrooms or formally identified as LEP.

Limited English Proficient students should receive test administration and data collection accommodations as long as these accommodations prove useful in producing more accurate information than would be the case if the students took the assessments in the traditional manner. While no legislation exists to guide how this
might be determined for English language learners, the federal Individuals with Disabilities Act amendments of 1997, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 contain requirements, guidelines and procedures for determining accommodations that must be provided to students with disabilities. Essentially, these decisions are made on a student-by-student basis. Those making the decisions include specialists (in this case, specialists in the education of LEP students), parents, the student’s teacher(s), and the student. They are guided by experience, measurement constraints, and parameters dictated by district, state, and/or federal policies.

The decisions about when to use accommodations for LEP students and which ones to select depend on several factors, of which six are central. These are:

- The student’s level of proficiency in English
- The student’s literacy in his or her home language
- The language of instruction
- The amount of schooling the student received in his or her home country
- Cultural issues
- Accommodations that are used in the classroom as part of instruction

Below we discuss 12 promising accommodations for test administration and response. A combination of these accommodations may be the most appropriate for a particular LEP student. Under each accommodation, we briefly outline recommendations for appropriate use. The 12 accommodations are:

**Administration Accommodations**

- Primary language assessments
- Side by side assessments in L1 and L2
- Use of L1 or L2 dictionaries and glossaries
- Oral administration of directions in L1 or L2
- Oral administration of the assessment in L1 or L2
- Extended time
- Additional breaks
- Modifications to the test setting

**Response Accommodations**

- Responding without writing
- Written response in L1
- Oral response in L1 or L2
- Using computers

**Primary Language Assessments**

This accommodation focuses on forms in languages other than English; these accommodations are used to measure the same set of content standards and the same constructs within those standards, as the mainstream assessment in English.
Test developers should use the same plain language techniques when building primary language as well as English forms.

Certainly, primary language forms are relevant particularly in subject areas other than language arts. However, they should not be dismissed in language arts if the skills and knowledge are referencing language art development per se, and not defining it within the context of the English language.

This option is not viewed universally as an accommodation. In fact, if the primary language test(s) or form(s) are not built to be parallel to the English form(s), it is not an accommodation but a different assessment — most likely measuring different construct domains. In general, using two different tests presents significant comparability problems and should be avoided if results from the two tests are in any way going to be used together or to reference the same set of standards.

Parallel forms in English or in one or more languages other than English can be:

- Built from the ground up along with the forms in English
- Translated properly from the English
- Translated in a manner in which the integrity of the content and items remains the same, but culturally unfamiliar words or situations from the English version are replaced with parallel portions to better suit the culture of those who take the primary language assessment.

In each situation, the technical quality of the non-English forms must be consistent with that of the assessment in English. Unfortunately, it is not difficult to find poorly done translations in use that may also have not undergone proper piloting and validating with the range of students expected to use them.

Recommendations for Appropriate Use

Educators need to consider two primary factors when contemplating primary language assessments: the degree of literacy in the first language, and the language of instruction.

1. **Paper-and-pencil assessments in the home language are only useful when students are literate in their home language.** This cautionary note extends to assessments which are multiple choice as well as those which require extended written responses. While many LEP students are orally proficient, at least conversationally, in their home language, we should not assume they will be literate in their home language unless they have had steady, consistent, and in-depth instruction in these specific skills.

Typically, primary language forms require a high degree of academic literacy in the student's home language or (L1). If any kind of readability indicators are used at all to guide the L1 literacy levels in these forms, they are usually of the same type used to evaluate English readability in the mainstream assessments, which are not very effective. At best, the readability expectations in most primary language forms is expected to be one or two grade levels below the test's target. For a tenth-grade high school student, this means s/he must have the L1 literacy sophistication of an eighth- or ninth-grade student. Administering a primary language assessment to high schoolers is inappropriate unless these students have received advanced literacy instruction in their home language, either in the U.S. or in their home country. This also should be a consideration for LEP students at other grades.
2. Test developers should use the same plain language techniques when building primary language as well as English forms. This opens up primary language assessments to a broader range of LEP students. However, it is still important to assess whether these students possess proper levels of literacy in their home language before a “plain-languaged” primary assessment is administered.

3. Assessments for LEP students are generally the most effective when the subject-matter knowledge and skills under assessment have been taught to the student in that language, either in the U.S. or abroad. Clearly, many of the constructs have academic language and skill components which the students have learned, and often only recognize, in the language of instruction.

4. For the newly arrived student it may be most appropriate to administer the test in L1 orally, even though the language of instruction is English. The student who experiences mixed instruction may benefit from side-by-side assessment.

The factors of language, instruction, and time in primary language and English-speaking schools present real dilemmas for LEP students. This is particularly true when students are newly arrived in the U.S. and have severe literacy limitations in English, but understand more in their English-instructed classrooms than they can read or express on a test. It also is an issue for students who have had some instruction in their primary language and some in English, perhaps first in their home country and then in U.S. schools.

**Side-by-Side Assessments in L1 and L2**

Side-by-side assessments are paper-and-pencil tests where the written portion, and possibly the entire test, is duplicated in a primary language (L1) and English (L2). These are usually formatted so that the same text, in L1 and L2, appears on either the left or right side of an open, double-page test booklet. It is also possible to replicate this format on a computer or use a computer to recall one form or another as needed.

This accommodation allows students to check their understanding of the item requirements and/or response choices (in the case of multiple choice) in the language which is less dominant, and/or in the language which is not being used for instruction. Preliminary research suggests that students primarily use one text, shifting to the other when they are unsure of a word, phrase, or situation.

**Recommendations for Appropriate Use**

1. This accommodation appears to be useful when students are taught in English, are literate in their home language, and have a degree of literacy in English. In this case, the English text is often the main text for the student. It also might be useful for those students who have received instruction in both their primary language and English, for instance when they come to this country in fourth grade and have been schooled in their home country for years prior to their arrival in the U.S. In the latter case, either the primary language or the English version may be the predominate text. In the case of side-by-side assessments with constructed response items, students may respond in English, L1, or a combination.

2. This accommodation, like many discussed here, is effective when students have had a chance to experience and use it in their classrooms before the test is
administered. This should include ongoing experience as part of classroom learning. In the case of this specific accommodation, test-taking preparation using this format is useful. Students must be accustomed to keeping track of their place as they move back and forth between texts, and they must be comfortable with the volume of text.

While this option has been provided recently in some large-scale assessments and has not been particularly popular, this may be because the LEP students taking the exam were screened beforehand to possess a high degree of literacy in English. They may not have needed the accommodation, were shy about requesting it, had not experienced it as an accommodation in their classrooms on an ongoing basis, or had sufficient test preparation using this approach.

3. **The following conditions should influence the decision not to use this accommodation:**

   - Students are confused by duplicated information or affected by too much stimulation, particularly written stimulation
   - Students have not been given proper test preparation for this accommodation
   - Students have been given proper test preparation, but remain uncomfortable in a testing situation unless they can read carefully all text which has been placed in front of them. In this case, fatigue, anxiety, and/or boredom could offset the potential benefits of the option.

**Use of L1 or L2 Dictionaries and Glossaries**

This accommodation could include the use of L1 and/or L2 dictionaries and glossaries as classroom resources during the administration of the assessments. These L1 and/or L2 dictionaries or glossaries also might be built and provided by the publishers to the students as part of the assessment.

The advantage related to the use of these materials is that these are resources students usually encounter as part of instruction. However, material use is not consistent across schools, and classroom materials may include some information the test intends to evaluate. Thoughtful foresight is essential; educators need to anticipate which words, phrases, or situations need to be included in the publisher-provided resources. Whether the resources should be written in English, the primary language, or in a combination of the two languages is another consideration. As always, the quality of the publisher-provided materials needs to meet the types of recommendations proposed throughout this document, (e.g., the evidence of plain language editing and proper piloting).

**Recommendations for Appropriate Use**

Use of literacy-based resources such as dictionaries and glossaries have been found to be useful for some LEP students.

1. **Their success and usefulness depends largely on whether LEP students can effectively access them — that requires familiarity, “plain languaging,” and/or student literacy skills in English and/or their primary language.** They are not as bulky, time-consuming, and overwhelming as side-by-side assessments, but LEP students are a diverse subpopulation and predicting where their literacy or cultural
barriers may occur is a difficult, if not impossible task.

2. It may make the most sense to provide a basic, publisher set of literacy-based resources, by content area, and then generate specific guidelines by content area for additional types of classroom resources which would also be appropriate.

3. It is sensible to provide materials by content area, but these materials should not provide the answers when a test, or specific items, measures literacy understanding. Examples could include not using a dictionary during a reading test where vocabulary is evaluated, or allowing a basic dictionary but limiting the use of a mathematics glossary during a portion of the mathematics assessment when certain academic words are being tested.

**Oral Administration of Directions in L1 or L2**

It is common to provide directions orally and in English for all students. It is also somewhat common to paraphrase directions in English to tailor them to individual classrooms, and to reread directions to individual students throughout the test who ask for assistance. What is less common, but not particularly controversial, is the oral administration of directions in the primary language(s) of students, including paraphrasing and rereading test modifications.

**Recommendations for Appropriate Use**

1. Administering directions orally in L1 is useful for students who are fluent in their home language and literate in English or their primary language (if the test is in the primary language), and perhaps nervous about the test expectations. However, it is questionable how much impact this accommodation will have if students cannot read the rest of the assessment.

2. Adapting directions, including paraphrasing, is recommended when security of the test is not threatened.

**Oral Administration of the Assessment in L1 or L2**

Oral administration of the test items themselves includes “live” administration from a teacher or trained personnel, a videotape, or an audiotape of someone reading the assessment aloud.

**Recommendations for Appropriate Use**

1. Oral administration of the assessment is sensible when literacy in the language of instruction is an issue — when the assessment is not measuring literacy skills.

2. The biggest drawbacks to “live” oral administration include:
   - Unintentional cueing by readers
   - Logistical modifications in administration at the school site which need to be implemented.

   Not every student wants or benefits from the assessment read aloud in L1 or L2. Research has shown that, even when educators are trained and observers are
Conclusive research must be completed to understand when and how to use extended time in large-scale assessments, and how to distinguish productive from non-productive time.

Present, “live reading” of the test in classrooms often unintentionally includes cueing. Cueing might include voice, rate of reading, or body language changes which, in some way, provide more information about what the responses should or should not be than is apparent from the printed words.

3. Effective ways to alleviate the cueing effects are being empirically validated. This includes the use of cassettes, videos, or computers with sound.

The logistical issues that surround this accommodation are substantial. Although the use of the electronic equipment usually includes earphones, the equipment must be purchased and students must be cycled systematically through the use of limited quantities of the hardware. School personnel are familiar with using all available staff during testing, and dealing with special needs students compounds the challenges. However, priorities need to be set to ease resource and staffing problems. Creative “win-win” solutions have been negotiated at many sites that allow sharing of resources and staffing (even across sites within districts), as well as the use of volunteers and volunteer resources from the community.

4. A preliminary study (Kopriva and Lowrey, 1994) found that students tended to prefer oral administration in their primary language (Spanish, in this case) when they were new to the U.S., were not literate in their home language, and had little oral or literacy proficiency in English. This appeared to be true whether they were taught in English or their primary language.

5. In this study (Kopriva and Lowrey, 1994), the oral administration of the assessment in English was often preferred by those who have been taught mostly in English in U.S. schools for a period of time, had achieved a level of conversational oral proficiency in English, but were not yet very literate in English (particularly given the high level of reading literacy expected in a test). Many who preferred the oral administration in English said they tried to follow along in their booklets.

The first group of students in the study represented those who had little English proficiency, while the second group represented those who soon might be in transition to mainstream classrooms. These particular subgroups may be the students who benefit most from oral administration. Most of these students typically would be waived from mainstream assessments, and it may be this accommodation (possibly in combination with oral response) which goes the furthest in allowing agencies to include all LEP students who are in academic programs. More work needs to be done to determine if this pattern holds for LEP students from various cultures and backgrounds, when this accommodation is no longer needed by English language learners, and the role of the text booklets.

Extended Time

Extended time refers to giving students a longer time period to complete the assessment than is normally allotted.

In order to access item requirements of an English test and assemble responses, LEP students face the increased work of decoding the language, in addition to reading the items and text for subject-matter intent. It is time-intensive to wade through a language in which a student is not proficient. In addition, one estimate reveals that parallel Spanish assessment texts (which make up the bulk of primary
language assessments) are approximately 33 percent longer than their English counterparts (Rivera, 1997). As a result, mental and physical fatigue are confounding issues that further slow the process; confusion, frustration, anxiety, hopelessness, and fear compound the problem.

**Recommendations for Appropriate Use**

1. **Given the heavier linguistic load in L1 or L2, fatigue, and frustration, test-taking is usually more time-consuming for LEP students (if they don’t give up) and extended time makes sense.**

   Conclusive research must be completed to understand when and how to use extended time in large-scale assessments, and how to distinguish productive from non-productive time. Much of the preliminary work was confounded by research designs that eased time restraints while at the same time additional kinds of items were introduced in large-scale assessments. Students need to have classroom familiarity with a range of item types before they will be able to use additional time effectively to give us accurate information about what they know. Early work has also been confounded by long-standing patterns related to LEP students and test frustration — frequently, they find it easier to give up entirely. We should not underestimate the importance of sending messages to these students which communicate we care about obtaining accurate information from them, and that we are willing to meet them “half-way” by allowing the types of accommodations described here, including extended time.

   Hafner (1999) has begun researching the effect of extended time for LEP students. However, given the lack of systematic information about extended time in the research literature to date, we do not know who benefits most or how much time is enough. Teachers tell us language minority students benefit for years from extra time, until they are fully proficient in the demands of academic English. The literature that addresses extended time for students with disabilities suggests this accommodation is central. Clearly, work needs to be completed for LEP students which unravels important issues related to test-taking behaviors and provides guidance. However, when in doubt, the best practice may be to allow for extended time.

2. **The same construct should be measured whether or not this accommodation is used.** Sometimes the issue of time affects what is being measured; this must be considered. For instance, writing assessments frequently ask students to complete a rough draft, and evaluations of the responses are based on expectations that what is being reviewed is a first or rough draft. Extended time may allow some students to produce a more polished document, while others still would be completing their first attempt. Implications such as these need to be weighed when extended time is considered.

**Additional Breaks**

This accommodation typically is associated with the same issues that encourage the use of the extended time accommodation. That is, the time and fatigue associated with the physical, mental, and emotional demands of test-taking often require that LEP students receive breaks more often.
One major purpose of altering the test administration setting is to minimize distractions or the additional stimulation of other test-takers.

**Recommendations for Appropriate Use**

1. **Because of the additional demands placed on LEP students in large-scale testing situations, additional breaks appear to be a reasonable accommodation.** Of course, this is particularly true when the students are given extended time.

   For a long time, teachers have been concerned about ensuring that the LEP population is provided enough breaks during periods of teaching, learning and evaluation, particularly when literacy or linguistic demands are high (Farr and Trumbull, 1997). However, we do not know of any empirical research on additional breaks in large-scale assessments. Similarly, there is no systematic analysis that provides information about which students do best with additional breaks in classrooms.

2. **Research needs to determine:**
   - The number of breaks that could be optimal and how these should be structured
   - Which students find them useful
   - Whether the need for this accommodation is consistent with the degree of language proficiency
   - If the usefulness of the accommodation varies by culture or the similarity of English and the primary language, and other considerations by background, culture, or classroom experience.

**Modifications to the Testing Setting**

Setting modifications generally include small-group or isolated carrel administration rather than whole-class administration. Sometimes setting modifications refer to who administers the test, for instance, the LEP resource teacher rather than the student’s mainstream education teacher.

**Recommendations for Appropriate Use**

1. **Because of the increased demands placed upon LEP students — linguistic, temporal, unfamiliarity with testing procedures and emotional — setting modifications may be an appropriate accommodation for some LEP students.**

   One major purpose of altering the test administration setting is to minimize distractions or the additional stimulation provided by the presence of other test-takers. Since LEP students confront demands beyond those addressed by native speakers, minimizing further stimulation and distractions is important for some students and may encourage them to stay on task.

   Work has not been done to determine if there are any patterns of LEP students, by nationality or English proficiency, who would benefit most from this accommodation, or if most of the variance is due to personality or learning style differences overlaid with the demands of learning in a new country, language, and/or cultural setting. Best practice in teaching, and in teaching LEP students in particular, has highlighted the importance of restraining the setting for some students if we expect to collect reasonably accurate information about what they know (Resnick and Resnick, 1994; Farr and Trumbull, 1997).

2. **Sometimes the setting modification of choice relies on the person adminis-
tering the assessment rather than on change in the type of setting. Allowing a resource LEP or ESL teacher, or a trained member of the students' cultural community to administer the test to some LEP students may allow the students to focus on the test rather than on the unfamiliarity of the testing procedures or the demands of the large-scale testing situation.

3. **The use of other administration or response equipment, such as a cassette or a computer, may necessitate a different type of setting.** In this case, the value or disadvantage of a different setting, in addition to the advantages or disadvantages of using supplementary equipment, needs to be weighed when decisions are made about the appropriate accommodations for LEP students.

**Response Accommodations**

The same issues that confound test administration conditions affect the problem of LEP students' responses, especially if students are expected to write their answers.

As a response to the data collection needs of students with disabilities, some large-scale testing efforts quietly have accommodated response challenges for a number of years. Even in traditional test formats, with multiple choice or other forced-choice response situations, experience has documented that some students benefit from responding in ways other than using the "bubble sheets."

The recent expansion of item types in large-scale testing, including constructed response items and performance tasks, has presented formidable challenges for English language learners. This is largely due to heavy literacy expectations in presenting the items and tasks, and in the expectations that student responses and results will be written. While these types of items are problematic for LEP students, it is very important to understand that they tap different areas of academic mastery than multiple choice or other force-choice items. These areas of mastery are found in virtually all content standards, and need to be assessed in large-scale evaluations. Therefore, they are an integral portion of tests where LEP students are involved.

Kopriva (1994), among others, has found that LEP students often prefer constructed response and performance types of items. This is because these students felt they were freer to explain themselves, and did not feel constrained by the choices or possible additional linguistic misunderstandings posed in forced-choice items. Rather than resist these item types, it is important to find accommodations which allow students to respond effectively to the constructed response item requirements. Four accommodations are particularly appropriate for LEP students and are discussed briefly below.

**Responding Without Writing**

Allowing students to demonstrate what they know without writing includes both non-written responses on paper and responses not on paper. Non-written but graphic responses on paper include using pictures, algorithms, charts, or diagrams to convey what students know. Other non-written responses include oral responses and performances.

In Figure 6 on the following page, an LEP student is responding to the item largely without writing. It is especially important for those who evaluate student responses to remember that assuring the level of understanding the subject matter, in
Allowing students to write their responses in their primary language has been used by several large scale assessments.

**Figure 8 • The Vending Machine**

Maria wants to buy a 75-cent snack from a vending machine. The machine takes only nickels, dimes, and quarters. Maria has 7 nickels, 5 dimes, and 2 quarters.

**Part 1**
Show all the different ways she could pay for the snack. You may use words, diagrams, or charts.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{5¢} \quad \text{5¢} \quad \text{5¢} \quad \text{5¢} \quad \text{5¢} \\
\text{25¢} \quad \text{25¢}
\end{array}
\]

this case elementary-level mathematics should not be confused or colored by the student’s literacy limitations.

**Recommendations for Appropriate Use**

1. While still retaining the integrity of the construct part that is being measured in a particular item, we recommend that students be able to respond on paper-and-pencil tests in non-written forms. Many constructed response items unintentionally restrict how a student must answer the items because time and cost constraints have largely limited responses to written ones. *This attenuation has had severe consequences for the English language learner.*

   If the item is not intended to measure written skills or communication of a particular subject, then allowances should be made for students to respond in a variety of ways.

   The chapters which focus on rubrics and scoring discuss types of non-written paper responses in greater detail.

2. **Non-written oral responses and performances are recommended, as the technology permits.** Oral responses and computer simulations will be discussed below. A discussion of other types of performances are outside the scope of this Guide, but are generally recommended as technology can adapt them into large-scale testing situations.

3. **We recommend that non-written modes of responses be given proper credit.** It is important that experts on LEP issues participate in developing rubric notes, scoring materials, and appropriate scorer training, so that non-written types of responses can be scored appropriately. The chapters which focus on these phases of test development provide recommendations about evaluating the responses. This is especially important for LEP students because their knowledge of subject matter is often more sophisticated than their literacy skills. If their level of writing proficiency is tied to how their responses are scored, the scores may be lower than they should be.
4. Research needs to be conducted in tandem with experts on LEP issues that investigates how to encourage a range of types of non-written responses in paper-and-pencil tests, and how to reasonably evaluate the responses of performances. The greatest barrier to including these types of responses regularly is that test developers do not know how to build items which can handle non-written paper responses, while still requiring students to respond to the same construct. Teachers of LEP students have worked effectively under this constraint and would be a valuable resource in collecting documentation and providing guidance.

**Written Responses in the Primary Language**

Allowing students to write their responses in their primary language has been used by several large-scale assessments. The accommodation has been usually coupled with administering tests in the students primary language, although this is not necessary, per se. LEP experts say that written proficiency in English comes somewhat later than reading proficiency for some students, so reading in one language and responding in the other may occur.

**Recommendations for Appropriate Use**

1. Unless the test measures English writing skills or an item measures communication through writing in English within another content area such as science or mathematics, allowing written responses in L1 should be seriously considered.

2. The primary consideration regarding proper use is the student’s L1 writing proficiency and comfort in writing in his or her native language. That is, a student must be able to communicate sufficiently in writing in the primary language for his or her level of mastery in the particular content area to be evaluated. Many students are not literate in L1, or their level of literacy is basic enough that academic constructs may be difficult to successfully communicate. Sometimes students are “rusty” — they have not used their literacy skills in their primary language very often or routinely, especially in a U.S. school context. Often, the response is actually a “combination” of L1 and English, in a variety of different forms. For instance, words from both languages might be used in sentences, English or L1 words may be “translated” into the other language with endings or other conventions familiar in that language, or words in one language may be “sounded out” using the phonetic structures from the other language.

Figures 7 and 8 on the following page depict two students’ responses which are a combination of their first language and English. Figure 7 is an example of “code-switching” where students alternate use of languages. Figure 8 shows students transferring what they know about the phonetics of their native language into trying to write in English.

3. Scorers should be literate in the primary language and properly trained to score these responses with the same consistency and validity as their English-speaking peers score responses in English. Since table discussions inform the scoring, it is also important that there be a table of native-language scorers for each language represented, or that the scorers be bilingual so they can participate in table discussions in English.
Recently we have reached an understanding of the limits of the multiple choice item format in terms of what it can and cannot measure.

In many cases, responses that are a combination of English and L1 are a challenge to scorers, because they often are not scored easily by speakers of either language. The chapter on scoring discusses in more detail how to train scorers so that they can score these types of responses successfully and appropriately. While the focus of the chapter is on training English-speaking scorers to score responses from LEP students, the discussion can apply to training L1 scorers as well.

**Oral Response in English or L1**

Allowing or requiring students to respond orally is certainly not new and played a central part in exams favored in the U.S. before large-scale multiple choice testing.
became popular. In addition to the cost and time efficiency of machine-scored tests, multiple choice formats and the standardization in test administration and response conditions were initially encouraged by experts because they appeared more equitable.

Recently we have reached an understanding of the limits of the multiple choice item format (also known as forced-choice or close-ended item formats) in terms of what it can and cannot measure. As a result, many educators would like to see tests that include item formats that measure achievement in ways that are not available through multiple choice assessment. Measurement experts have developed ways of reliably scoring responses of open-ended item types, including constructed response items and performance tasks. Unfortunately, time and cost constraints have largely limited responses of these item types to written records. As stated earlier, this attenuation has had severe consequences for the LEP student.

Many linguistic and LEP experts have cautioned that effective written skills in academic content can take years to develop fully in language minority students. Until that time, this mode of communication may under-represent what English language learners know. While these students also are still learning how to verbally articulate academic content, they are often better able to effectively express themselves orally. This mode should not hamper the standardized advantages of written responses as long as consistent practices and reliability evaluation checks in scoring are used.

Oral response may be useful in some cases where a multiple choice format is being used, if literacy or cultural confusion undermine the benefits of this type of response. Kopriva and Lowrey (1994) found that correlations between written responses to open-ended and multiple choice items were consistently different for LEP students than non-LEP students. While this could be attributed solely to the literacy demands of the constructed response items, it is likely that the responses to the multiple choice items were affected as well. Investigations need to occur to determine when and if oral response makes sense for forced-choice items, particularly if other accommodations, such as oral administration of the test, are used.

Recommendations for Appropriate Use

Both student accessibility needs and resource practicality need to be considered if this accommodation is selected.

1. **Oral response to open-ended items and tasks makes sense when written response skills are not what is being measured.** Essentially, LEP students who lack sufficient English proficiency to allow them to communicate effectively in written form should be able to demonstrate their knowledge orally or through other response accommodations. Schools must work with students to find a mode that both effectively meets the students needs and is also reasonable for the institution.

2. **One way to lessen the practical burden of collecting and scoring oral responses is to ensure that there are ample open-ended items that allow other modes of communication — besides writing — in which to demonstrate mastery.** This includes the use of charts, diagrams, algorithms, or computer-simulated formats.

3. **Since the practical issues of collecting oral responses can be formidable, institutions need to weigh advantages and disadvantages of various procedures.**
   - While some agencies allow students to dictate responses to a scribe who writes
As hardware and software technology advances, there will be increased opportunities to use computers.

their answers, interpretation inconsistencies can be a problem (the scribe may not write down exactly what the student says), and the cost of scribes is a consideration.

- Using cassettes or videos to record responses alleviates the use of a scribe, but this presents a "real time" scoring problem — most written responses which take about 15 minutes or so to write can be scored in about one minute. Scoring from cassettes or videotapes requires scorers to listen for as long as it takes the student to respond, say the same 15 minutes or so. This is an expensive use of a trained scorer.

- Expensive and less-than-reliable scoring problems may be overcome, however, by recent advances in voice recognition technology. This technology allows students to respond into a computer which "hears" the response and transcribes it into printed text. The text then can be scored with the written work of other students. This approach is also promising because low-functioning computers (such as those which often exist at school sites) can be networked with a central computer to provide the service. Therefore, the cost for the technology is minimal. The state of Delaware, under a grant from the U. S. Department of Education, is researching this option to determine whether the approach is feasible.

4. **Space is a second logistical issue.** The oral response accommodation requires each student to be separated from other students, for test security purposes. Traditional spaces, such as listening labs, certainly can be used, and there is work being done which investigates using microphones which pick up soft voices. This consideration, however, will certainly tax the resources of schools, and other creative solutions need to be identified.

**Using Computers**

We have already discussed the use of computers to administer tests and voice recognition software to facilitate oral responses. Other types of computer technology also may be very useful for LEP students.

As hardware and software technology advances, there will be increased opportunities to use computers. This new technology will open up item presentation and administration possibilities. It will also play a key role in broadening response formats for students. Since the literacy challenges of English language learners are central to their performances on traditional assessments, these advances will be particularly useful for them.

**Recommendations for Appropriate Use**

1. **Simulation software can encapsulate "performances" which demonstrate mastery.** One set of examples are programs that allow students to perform science experiments or other types of "hands-on" activities in content areas such as mathematics or social studies. Work done by Shavelson and Baxter (1993) investigated simulation of a "hands-on" science activity. Their findings suggested that allowing students to perform a science experiment through a computer simulation yielded more accurate information about what students knew than did their paper-and-pencil responses. In some cases the simulation was almost as beneficial as live performances in the classroom.
2. Graphic arts technology that allows users to “build and craft” 3D solutions, incorporating movement and music as well as video media, can provide alternative response opportunities, even if the item requirements are text-based. Simulated figures can dance and perform response solutions that broaden the sensory access of students whose strengths are not linguistic.

3. This accommodation is influenced heavily by classroom opportunities for students to use computers and software such as those programs described above. Assessment developers may build practice modules from which students can learn and practice the programs before testing. As hardware and software resources increase district-wide and statewide, it will be important to discuss how opportunities that already exist (probably unevenly) in the schools can be broadened to provide instructional experiences to the full range of classrooms and content areas. Concurrently, these discussions and should explore how the same hardware and software can be effectively used in large-scale assessment.

4. LEP educators and experts who educate other special needs populations should take an active role in encouraging the types of response avenues engendered by the use of computer technology. While some may suggest that costs prohibit building in the types of experiences discussed here, the bigger problem may be re-thinking how to utilize the technological resources which exist in the large-scale assessment of students. This is a challenge for educators and for test publishers alike. Those charged with the schooling of non-standard populations such as LEP students (as well as students with disabilities, gifted and talented students, or creative students), have the most to gain from extending the types of assessment opportunities for their students.
Expanded Bias Reviews

Bias reviews serve an important function in test development because they provide the primary opportunity for representatives from special populations (including English language learners) to review and comment on testing materials. Bias reviews become problematic because their scope often has been very narrow: reviewing materials for offensive stereotyping, wording, or subject matter. Reviewers typically are asked to review vast amounts of item and related materials in a very short time frame which necessitates, at best, an evaluation that is well-meaning but superficial. To the credit of publishers and client agencies, the recommendations from these reviews often are taken seriously and incorporated into the revisions of materials. Unfortunately, even when bias reviews are included in the current test development processes, many problems remain for LEP students and other special needs students.

Are bias reviews necessary? We believe that bias reviews are very useful, for a number of reasons discussed in this chapter. We also believe that they should be expanded.

Test publishers differ in the ways in which they organize their reviews. We do not recommend any one review process, but encourage the best elements from different procedures.

Recommendations for Expanded Bias Reviews

1. Bias reviews provide an opportunity for a wider range of special needs educators and other educational stakeholders to have input beyond those LEP experts involved throughout the test development process. These individuals include:
   - Educators whose LEP students are not in the primary language groups or the most prevalent geographical settings
   - Educators who represent a wide range of classrooms that school LEP students, including educators from classrooms that are less conventional than the norm
   - Parents with a particular interest in equitable access to large-scale tests, such as the parents of LEP students or other special needs students
   - Community representatives with a vested interest in equitable testing for all students.

2. In addition to reviewing test items for offensive content, bias reviews provide an excellent opportunity for test developers and publishers to receive guidance about test formats, wording, rubrics, non-text item accessibility, and administration and response conditions. Table 4 outlines questions for panelists to consider. Areas for consideration in bias reviews include:
   - Test format issues, including page layout, item spacing, font size, visuals, and response procedures
   - Test item wording, including word choices, sentence structures, and paragraph structures in test directions, test items and all contextual information
   - Rubric parameters which should focus on linguistic and cultural issues
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4 - Bias Reviews: Expanded Questions for the Panel To Consider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Test Formats**
- What type of test formats would be best for your student population and why?
- What format problems should the assessment avoid if possible and why?

**Wording in Items and Directions**
- What general advice about the wording in the items and directions can you give developers to ensure that your student population will understand what they are being asked to do?
- What is your advice about how to structure and incorporate any additional contextual information which students will receive as part of the items, including pictures, diagrams, and text?
- Given a subset of items and directions, what changes would you make to ensure that your student population will understand what is required?
- What wording problems should the assessment avoid if possible and why?

**Rubric Parameters**
- What special issues associated with your student population need to be considered when the constructed response items are scored?
- Given all or a subset of the rubrics which will be used in the assessment, what changes would you make to ensure that the responses from your student population will be scored correctly?
- What issues about how items are scored should the assessment avoid if possible and why?

**Non-Text Item Accessibility**
- Besides wording and scoring considerations, are the requirements of the items you have reviewed accessible for students from your population? That is, do the text and non-text supports allow students to understand what they are being asked to do or know, and give them what they need to process their response?
- Generally, what guidance can you give test developers which would help ensure students from your population are able to effectively access each item?
- What item elements constrain accessibility and should be avoided if possible? Why?

- Non-text accessibility, including all text and non-text supports such as pictures, diagrams, performance activities, and access to specified tools and resources
- Conditions of administration and response, including advice from participants on strategies particularly appropriate for their populations.

Many of these are commonplace issues that educators of LEP students deal with routinely in classrooms; therefore, their insights are valuable. The advice from parents and other public stakeholders about these additional issues should be a welcome reality check, and is usually surprisingly informative.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 provide an example of how a word in one item ("fewest") can generate two meanings. In Figures 9 and 10, the students have interpreted "fewest" as the smallest value. In Figure 11, the student interpreted "fewest" to be smallest in size. To the extent that the word can be modified, for instance if it is not a mathematical term that students are supposed to know, bias review participants can help identify the problem and provide a useful solution.

3. **Participants should be briefed on all steps taken to ensure accessibility throughout the development and implementation processes.** These steps need to be explained in simple, straightforward language with examples if possible. This information should be included to provide an overview that participants can draw on as they are providing guidance.

4. **Publishers need to allocate sufficient time for a thorough, item-by-item**
review of materials. While it is unrealistic to assume that the panel can review all items and their associated rubrics and contextual materials — unless the test is a one-form assessment given to relatively few grades — a random subset of items/rubrics and materials should be selected for review in all subjects tested. This includes all visuals, non-text contextual materials (e.g., videos or computer-simulated materials), and examples of tools and resources the students will be able to access. In the case of a content area such as language arts, all items and associated materials might be reviewed. Specific selected items or other materials flagged as problematic by item writers might be included as well. Technical manuals should
explain how items, rubrics, and materials were selected for review. This review should help stimulate focused advice from reviewers to publishers.

5. Participants should be able to review mock-ups of some of the assessments, to get an idea of layout and presentation, and assess whether these are sufficient.
With the advent of open-ended constructed response items with multiple possible scores, scoring had to be completed "by hand." In large-scale situations, scoring was conducted in large-volume settings where anywhere from a table of scorers to rooms of scorers evaluated piles of item responses for several hours a day. Scorers were trained to ensure score accuracy and consistency over items and scorers, and validity and reliability measures were devised to ensure technical rigor. These advances allowed a wider range of evaluation of student mastery.

As procedures and materials have become refined and standardized, concern has grown about the accuracy of LEP scores (Kopriva, 1994; Kopriva and Lowrey, 1994; Daro, 1995; Sáez, 1993). In particular, there is growing concern that answers of language minority students sometimes were scored inappropriately, due not only to the high volume and rapid manner of scoring these responses in large-scale situations, but also due to the fact that approximately 99 percent of the scorers are monolingual English-only scorers. Some suggested that sympathetic scorers tended to err by scoring LEP papers closer to the mean than they should, while others have suggested that responses heavily laden with linguistic and/or cultural issues tended to be scored lower than was correct. In either case, there is a broadly based national sentiment that attention needs to be paid to increasing the confidence we place in the scores of this population.

The Council of Chief State School Officers and the U.S. Department of Education (Kopriva, Sáez, and Lara, 1999) conducted a special scoring study in 1997. This study evaluated a brief training model (approximately 1 and 1/2 hours) that integrated information about LEP response-style issues into the regular training scorers receive as part of large-volume scoring of NAEP item responses. Results suggested that this LEP training succeeded in its intent: improving the accuracy of scoring done by monolingual English scorers. It also appeared to improve the accuracy of scoring responses from other "nonstandard" populations, including learning disabled students and some racial minority students.

The study yielded other helpful results. The participants encouraged heightened participation of LEP educators as scorers and in developing rubric and scorer materials, and the purposeful inclusion of LEP student work in the student response samples. In addition to training scorers, participants unanimously recommended that table leaders (those who supervise a table of approximately 10-15 scorers) receive a version of the LEP training prior to scorer training. They made this recommendation because table leaders serve important arbitration and decision-making functions during scoring.

**LEP Accessibility Scorer Training Materials**

Under the guidance of LEP educators from across the United States, the Council of Chief State School Officers has developed mathematics and science scoring manuals.
It is common for code-switching, transposition of words, spelling, and phonetics from a students' native language to have a substantial effect on their writing.

The manuals, *A Guide to Scoring LEP Student Responses to Open-Ended Science Items* (1999) and *A Guide to Scoring LEP Student Responses to Open-Ended Mathematics Items* (1998), outlined the features these educators determined to be the most salient for native English-speaking scorers in order to score LEP student papers more effectively. While they are designed to be used to train scorers in large-scale district or statewide achievement assessments, this information could also be used by teachers to aid them in accurately evaluating their LEP students’ classroom work. The manuals are arranged so that they can and should be adapted to local training conditions, and to the needs of various large-scale and classroom endeavors.

The manuals are divided into two sections. The first section on focused cultural and linguistic issues affecting how students respond. The second section summarizes issues associated with the impact of culture and language on test development and on the conditions around which tests are administered. Since we have already provided an extensive discussion of the points made in the second section of the manuals, we focus here only on scoring information.

Clearly, several issues have a profound effect on the format and construction of written English responses by students who are English language learners. There are linguistic issues, cultural influences, stylistic preferences, and issues related to language acquisition development. Without training, the response or parts of the response are sometimes unintelligible, and often confusing, to native English speakers. These reactions are exacerbated in high-volume scoring situations.

**Literacy Issues**

These issues include native language influences, English phonetic influences, word mergers, and omissions. It is common for code-switching, transposition of words, spelling, and phonetics from a students’ native language to have a substantial effect on their writing. This occurs because LEP students often mix native-language influences with English conventions as they learn to differentiate English systems from native-language words or parts of words, native-language phonetic spelling, or spelling mechanics.

Like native English speakers, they also invent spelling of English words from what they know about phonetics in the English language. While this is developmentally appropriate, given LEP students’ years of experience with English, it is often not grade-appropriate. English phonetic sections of the responses can be misunderstood by native English scorers, particularly if they are combined with other issues we have discussed in this Guide, or if scorers are not familiar with pervasive inventive spelling (for example, if the scorers have not taught at the elementary school level).

Word reductions, mergers (the condensing of words into one mega-word), and omissions of tense markers, articles, plurals, prepositions, or other words also confuse the writing of LEP students. The merging of words in phrases or sentences into one word is common to both native language speakers and ELLs. However, Limited English Proficient students sometimes mix first and second languages or phonetic systems in ways that are unfamiliar to native language speakers ("ghuadayamean" for "what do you mean"). Like English phonetic spelling, this practice also appears in grades developmentally appropriate given the years of English acquisition. When most native speakers become more sophisticated in their writing, the written expression of word mergers is less prevalent.
What was difficult about this project? Any problems or opportunities?

At first we had a problem for information. But after we found information.

"At first we had a problem for information but after we found information."

What worked? How did you solve problems, if any?

We solved problems as a team.

"We solved problems as a team."

Meaning: At first, we had a problem finding information. Afterwards, we found the information. We solved problems as a team.

Omissions can be attributed to many sources. There are two common reasons English language learners omit letters or words: (1) There is no equivalent convention in the students' native language, or (2) The students lack understanding of English conventions. It is very helpful for scorers to possess some rudimentary knowledge of native language conventions.

Figure 12 illustrates an LEP student's response where word reductions and omissions have occurred. In high-volume scoring this type of response can easily be underscored if it cannot be read easily.

Cultural Influences

Cultural influences include:

- Mathematics symbols
- Character, marking, and accent differences
- Different scientific designations
- Different monetary and measurement systems
- Numeric differences, and
- Variations in writing and mathematics/science conventions.

The effects of cultural influences are pertinent in item and rubric development, and useful to review when responses are scored. We have noted already how confusing it can be for scorers when periods are used for commas and different words used for numbers. In addition, in some countries, the native language is written from right to
We recommend that LEP educators be included during the development and assembly of rubric notes and general scoring materials.

left, or bottom to top. It is not uncommon to see responses from ELL students which are written in this way. In some countries, mathematics procedures are written differently. As one example, the procedure of long division often is written from the item up, rather than placing the numbers below the item as is done in the United States.

As noted earlier in the rubric writing chapter, cultural influences can often extend to different experiences or to different value systems. In Figure 13, a Punjabi student is trying to explain a food chain, building on the example of incorporating a cow like his teacher suggested. His response has been affected by the example in an unintended way; he doesn’t eat beef and so he interpreted the response differently than many of his peers.

Stylistic Preferences

It is not unusual for testing rubrics to favor a limited range of response and writing styles that mirror what is taught and valued in language arts curricula in U.S. schools (for an example, see the NCTE Standards, 1998). All students can experience
problems fitting into this limited range. However, some cultures encourage linguistic approaches not favored in the United States. Excessive use of an alternative style can distort student scores, if scorers are not familiar with or value different styles, or if they cannot locate easily the points the student is trying to make. The circular response, deductive, and abbreviated reasoning styles are discussed in the scoring guides.

**Issues Related to Language Acquisition Development**

Social communicative competency in English occurs before academic language fluency (Cummins, 1979). Immaturity in vocabulary, sentence structure, and writing formats is common and appropriate. In this section, we identify some common issues that have an effect on mathematics or science responses; these issues are associated with language development. Immature written expression may or may not be acceptable, depending on what a specific item is supposed to measure and the content standards upon which the test is built.

Language acquisition development issues include:

- Substitution of common words for precise mathematical or scientific terms and concepts (the use of “fattest” for greatest or “smallest” for fewest)
- Confusion about the meaning of words — (left as opposed to right) vs. left (remaining), whole (all of the parts) vs. a whole number (not a fraction), and sum (read as some) vs. sum (the result of adding).
- Inappropriate use of unknown words (in a problem about buying snacks from a vending machine, a student may discuss buying vending machines rather than snacks)
- Novice sentence and paragraph structures (these may suggest incorrectly that the student does not understand the answer to a complex mathematics problem)
- Non-linguistic formats to communicate answers (numbers, charts, pictures, and graphs).

**Recommendations for Scoring Responses of LEP Students**

1. We recommend that educators of LEP students be included during the development and assembly of rubric notes and general scoring materials.

2. It is important to include the student work of LEP and other special needs students in any and all regular scorer training packets, including training and calibration sets. Integrating these types of papers, with their special challenges, into training of scorers allows scorers to learn how to handle non-standard responses. It also sends a strong message that special needs students can and do achieve at all levels, and that their work, with their characteristic issues, is important to consider in the training and scoring process.

3. Integrating a brief LEP training into regular scoring is recommended for increasing the ability of scorers, most of whom are monolingual English only speakers, to confidently evaluate LEP responses. This training also appears to be useful for scoring responses from other “nonstandard” populations, including learning disabled students and some racial minority students.

Features of the training are discussed in detail in the CCSSO scoring guides.
They include literacy features, cultural influences, stylistic preferences, and language acquisition issues.

4. Scoring table leaders should be trained as well, because they serve important arbitration and decisionmaking functions during the scoring activity. In the case of computer scoring, the division managers serve this function and should be trained accordingly.

5. LEP educators should be included with the English speaking scorers at the scoring tables.
Chapter 9

Demonstrating the Technical Merit of Assessments

This chapter primarily focuses on evaluations of test validity which should be helpful in ensuring the validity of items and tests for LEP students, and which are designed to supplement existing procedures. A discussion about additional technical considerations related to accessibility can be found in Appendix A.

How best might assessment developers or test reviewers evaluate the validity of large-scale assessments for English language learners? Most of the validity procedures popular today in test development are not sufficient when determining whether an assessment can collect accurate information about LEP students’ knowledge. In part this is because most analyses are not disaggregated by some type of LEP status (e.g., level of English proficiency has been found to be useful). Many systematic validity problems have been masked because they are “canceled out” as minority data within aggregated, heterogeneous validity samples.

Most validity designs have also relied too heavily on large scale quantitative analyses, and have not focused enough on more thorough investigations. Large quantitative studies are useful if the right questions are asked, and the right variables included in the analyses. Large-scale assessment procedures do not typically take the time to isolate validity design problems for LEP students, and analyze their impact in a systematic way.

We recommend a combination of high-quality, systematic analyses that use statistical results, student work, and student/teacher feedback. The procedures outlined here should be able to inform and improve traditional procedures, but only if validity is evaluated at each of the points described below. That is, a validity design suitable for ensuring accurate measurement for LEP students needs to document systematically validity of items, validity of rubrics, and validity of forms/tests. One set of procedures for identifying and evaluating validity at these points is discussed in this chapter. Not surprisingly, implementing the procedures outlined here should provide important validity information for all students, not just English language learners.

The evaluation methods are discussed in terms of how they would be used within the development of assessments. When off-the-shelf tests are being considered, the procedures can serve as a framework for guiding requests for additional validity information from test publishers. In addition to expecting all current validity information to be disaggregated by LEP status, for instance the level of English proficiency, agencies should be able to expect that publishers collect and document the type of evidence explained here.

---

We recommend a combination of high-quality, systematic analyses that use statistical results, student work, and student/teacher feedback.

---

General Recommendations in Determining the Technical Merit of Assessments

This chapter will focus on determining validity for LEP students. Current validity designs do not do an adequate job of ensuring validity for this population.

1. All current types of validity data need to be disaggregated by LEP status,
Item evaluation composes the most important portion of the test development process that actually focuses on improving test accuracy for LEP students. This evaluation includes collecting and evaluating LEP student responses and student feedback. It also includes collecting input from LEP educator specialists and mainstream teachers of English language learners. Statistical data should also be included in the evaluation once the data have been collected.

Most test publishers evaluate items twice during test development. Similarly, we recommend (1) an analysis after piloting items rather early in the test development process, and (2) analyses after the large-scale field trial.

During the first review, many test publishers and testing programs conduct a small round of formal pilot-testing and/or ask item writers or reviewers to try out items on some students. The purpose of these pilots and item tryouts is to get a sense of how students respond to specific items. This review of student work helps to identify problems in item wording or presentation. In addition, test publishers sometimes collect editing suggestions from students and teachers in the field. This step provides extremely useful information about what the items measure.

However, evaluation procedures and time constraints usually do not allow a thoughtful and systematic review of the responses at this step. In many instances, special populations, such as LEP students, are not oversampled to obtain enough information about what they think the items are measuring. Even if oversampling occurs, it is not customary to separate their responses and evaluate those responses for systematic problems.

By contrast, in large-scale field tests, items are scored systematically and statistical information is computed. Other than DIF analyses, the statistical data are typically not disaggregated by group. Student work also is not evaluated at this stage. Further, the statistical data are generally the only formal indicators of how
items are received by students, and provide the only information about items that are recorded with the items in data banks for use on future tests or with future clients. In fact, some of these data may be compiled as part of the large-scale field test, while some may not be completed until after the subsequent round of “real” testing.

Lack of disaggregation of findings and insensitive predictor variables in these analyses produces evidence of validity which may not be accurate for limited English proficient students. While differential item functioning techniques (DIF) flag items with different score distributions across groups, these methods do not detect certain types of bias which are particularly problematic for LEP students (this issue is discussed in more detail in Appendix A).

Therefore, current procedures leave too many items unnecessarily problematic for LEP students (and probably other students as well). In a recent study with NAEP science items (Kopriva, Saez, and Lara, 1999), one-third of the items were found to have problems unique to LEP students. Some problems were flaws in item rubrics, flaws which did not account for responses from those with very different cultural backgrounds. The rest reflected linguistic and cultural problems in the items themselves. These issues could easily have been identified and fixed during test development if a more thorough validity evaluation process had been utilized including a focus on LEP student data.

What information must be brought to the tables for evaluators to review, where should the information come from, and which procedures are particularly helpful when evaluating test items systematically for LEP students? Besides collecting quantitative data, LEP student information and teacher input should be collected and reviewed. Student information includes the student responses to both closed and open-ended items, student feedback, and a group summary from students about what items are measuring. Teacher input includes edits and reactions to specific items (as well as any feedback on forms, accommodations, and the testing process). Finally, the item statements—about what the items are intended to measure—must be present as an integral part of the evaluation process.

How should the evaluations be timed? These evaluations must be completed after the large-scale field test because, at this point, the range of responses and feedback are critical. We recommend conducting a similar systematic review after piloting or classroom tryouts as well. While the following discussions about sampling, materials to be collected, and the evaluation procedures are based on the large scale evaluation, these elements should also be present, on a smaller scale, for the piloting evaluation.

Sampling

Pilot and field tests are usually administered to a subset or sample of the total number of students from the district, state, or nation. Sometimes these trials are free-standing test administrations, and sometimes new items are piloted/field tested within one or more administrations of an existing assessment. In any case, when determining the number of LEP responses upon which to evaluate the validity of the scores, we recommend the following criteria. It is important to remember that the information gleaned from this sample can be used as many as three times for different purposes—to evaluate items and forms, to evaluate rubrics, and to evaluate accommodations.
Recommendations for Sampling

1. Include LEP students at all levels of English-language proficiency in the sample who will be assessed by the test under development or consideration. Federal legislation and any state or local policies that expect to use the testing results for system-wide and/or program evaluation assume that all students who receive money from the system or are taught under these programs will be part of the accountability system. Since it is impossible to use and compare scores over instruments that do not measure the same construct domains with any degree of reliability, it becomes important to use the mainstream test for as broad a set of students as possible. In order to sample students accurately with a broad range of English language proficiency, it probably will be necessary to administer the pilot/field test under accommodated conditions for some students.

2. Collect work from students from the primary language groups in the client area. For instance, California will collect work from Hispanic students (certainly from Mexico and possibly from other Latin American and/or South American groups depending on their representation in the state/districts), Chinese, Tagalog, and some Southeast Asian groups, e.g., Vietnamese and Hmong, among others. Oregon probably would collect work from Hispanic and Russian students. As a general rule, if there are high enough numbers to disaggregate the final data, client area-wide (e.g., statewide or district-wide), students from these groups should be included in the sample. Of course, broad representation from other groups is also meaningful and should occur if possible.

3. Collect LEP student work across all item score points. Sampling to ensure the full range of score points provides an inexact estimate of collecting item samples from students across the entire range of content mastery. This is important psychometrically, as it gives us an idea of how students at different mastery levels interpret the item. It is possible that a part of the item may inadvertently but systematically trigger confusion in students from particular mastery levels.

4. Determine the number of students to be sampled. First, make a matrix representing a cross between the three variables listed in recommendations 1-3 (English language proficiency, primary language groups, score points), each with their respective levels (for instance, low, mid and high proficiency levels might be identified). Table 5 provides an example of the matrix. In its most disaggregated form, each of the boxes formed by the variables is known as a cell.

The sample should contain approximately 25 students per cell, to ensure stable, generalizable results. For example, in Table 5 one cell would represent the responses of 25 Hispanic students, low in English proficiency, with an expected score of 4.

In this figure the variables and levels that categorize the cells are Primary Language (Hispanic, Chinese, Hmong), English Proficiency Level (low, mid, high) and Score Points (1, 2, 3, 4). If one assumes that there are four forms with non-overlapping item sets, this would mean that 36 cells/form x 4 forms x 25 students = 3600. That number of LEP students would need to be sampled at each grade tested. This does not take into account other demographics important for other reasons, (e.g., gender, geography, rural/urban), or the need to oversample.

5. Because of the cost and time involved in gathering adequate samples of work from LEP students, we recommend two approaches to gathering the numbers of
responses. The first approach focuses on the minimum numbers acceptable when agencies are responsible for schooling and testing small numbers of LEP students. The second approach focuses on recommendations to publishing houses.

- The minimum sample size for agencies responsible for schooling and testing small numbers of LEP students should be approximately 75 LEP responses per form (with non-overlapping item sets), per grade. The 75 should be carefully chosen to represent all cells discussed above (representation along the entire range of English proficiency, from all major language groups, and at all score points). While there are not enough responses to suggest full representation within each crossed cells, each of the variable levels should be represented by approximately 25 LEP student booklets. For example, the sampling design will call for 25 Hispanic, 25 Chinese, and 25 Hmong student responses, while concurrently trying to obtain about 20 responses at each of the four score points. These numbers are far from ideal because less than 25 responses per cell could lead to unstable results, and these results almost certainly will not be spread evenly across different variables. As an additional complication, the test developers will in all likelihood have to go out and handpick classrooms which could add significant bias to the work. Hopefully these numbers can be augmented with data from future administrations, and the results reevaluated as possible.

- Test publishing houses should collect work samples on items across clients (SEAs, LEAs), whenever possible, when they sample to document the validity for their off-the-shelf tests. Sampling the forms of off-the-shelf tests for LEP concerns can be done for clients at a lower cost and produce a greater array of student work to review if publishing houses share the collection and analysis of the responses with other states or districts. For example, Philadelphia could collect and analyze the work about some items on a selected test, whereas California could be responsible for work on other items and perhaps from more LEP primary language groups.

Publishers should build these criteria into their sampling design as new pre-built or customized tests are constructed, spreading out the costs as possible. Even custom clients should be amenable to piloting and using certain items if they know of their benefits for their LEP students (and hopefully other students who are diver-
Teachers should be asked to provide edits, and other types of feedback to the items, test format, procedures, or other testing elements.

Collection of Student and Teacher Information

Besides completing the test items, what else can students reasonably be asked to do during the pilot/tryouts or field test trials? We recommend collecting the following student information:

- Student responses to test items
- Student edits
- Information about each student’s LEP and English proficiency status, as well as accommodations used
- Student feedback about what the items measure (this information is collected from students as a group).

Teachers should be asked to provide edits, and other types of feedback to the items, test format, procedures, or other testing elements.

Recommendations for Collection of Student and Teacher Information

**Student Information**

1. After completing the test, students should be encouraged to edit the items, circling all words, phrases, or sentences they find confusing; they may offer suggestions for improvement as well. Student edits can be done directly on test booklets, which are collected and kept for review by the test developers, as well as on any answer sheets.

2. Students, or their teachers, should record on the student answer sheet or booklet (a) the student’s primary language group, (b) what test accommodation(s) the student used, and (c) the student’s level of English proficiency. Accurately assessing the student’s proficiency level is very tricky. Until a standardized way of identifying and recording level of proficiency is adopted, we recommend that test developers offer the choices of low, midrange, and high proficiency, and provide an explanation that describes how each is to be identified. Local and state LEP educators can help with this in a particular client area, or test publishers may want to come up with a common set of definitions to use across clients (SEAs, LEAs).

3. Students should be asked two additional questions (in the student vernacular):
   - What did students think the questions were asking them to do?
   - Why did they answer as they did?

   Since these questions should be asked about each test item, teachers should spend a few minutes after the test asking these questions of the students in a group. Next, they should record their answers on a sheet which is part of the testing materials, such as a pullout sheet in the back of the teacher administration booklet. If forms are spiraled within a classroom, that is, students in a classroom are given the full range of forms (in alternating fashion), students can be grouped by form after the test and a student scribe (or parent helper in younger grades) records the responses. All
recording sheets should be identified by classroom level, so that the responses can be linked to primary language groups, level of English proficiency, and range of scores in the classroom. The links are important for validity analyses purposes.

Teacher Input

4. In addition to recording student comments, teachers should be asked to edit the test booklets as well: circling what they find confusing and providing suggestions for improvement.

5. A pullout sheet in the back of the teacher administration booklet should also be completed which asks teachers to provide any other information that they think might be useful for the developers. This step is invaluable because these teachers are in a unique position to understand both what they think the test developers are trying to find through their items, and the capabilities of their students.

   The pullout sheet should allow space for teachers to respond to any and all parts of the testing process, including the layout of the forms themselves, the accommodations, and other procedures. Teachers also should be encouraged to comment on the content of the items, what they think the items measure, whether the items are reasonable, and their rationale for making these decisions.

6. The teacher should record classroom-identifying information on the pullout sheet, or should describe the class in a global way, e.g., the percentage of LEP students in the classroom, primary language groups, and average level of English language proficiency of the LEP students.

Items and Related Materials

What else should reviewers expect to have in front of them in order to properly evaluate the validity of items for LEP students? In general, besides the items themselves, completed test forms, and student and teacher feedback, materials should be provided which give summary information about how the items are performing, and which define what items are intended to measure.

Recommendations of Additional Materials

To Be Used in the Item Evaluation

1. Publishers should provide statistical summaries as they are available. Statistical information typically includes some type of level of difficulty index (such as p-values, or item respond theory functions), item-total correlations, frequency distributions, and perhaps differential item-functioning (DIF) results. Because accessibility issues are confounded with multidimensionality of constructs in DIF, judgment reviews of items for inclusion based on DIF should try to distinguish these sources of systematic error. These reviews may or may not have been done prior to the item evaluation. If so, these results should also be included here.

2. Copies of the item construct statements need to be collected for the item evaluation. These spell out what each item is supposed to measure. This accessibility information either has been collected as part of the item-writing process, or should be collected as part of the review of off-the-shelf tests. The evaluators need to determine if the measurement of irrelevant skills and knowledge has been
The procedural points addressed here are meant to provide guidance about how developers or reviewers might supplement their existing evaluation methods.

minimized through the drafting of the items, and/or the conditions under which students are taking the assessments.

3. **Supporting information about test accessibility needs to be available.** This includes information about the development of items as it relates to accessibility, e.g., evidence of and from the bias reviews, test specifications accessibility framework, item and rubric writing procedures, administration and response accommodations allowed.

**Conducting the Item Evaluations**

Who participates in the evaluation, what procedures and considerations are recommended, and what types of questions and substantive perspectives should guide their reviews?

**Participation in the Item Evaluations**

In a typical test development item evaluation review, item writers (or item writing teams) review evidence about how the items are performing and make changes to the items accordingly. A psychometrician and staff developer familiar with practical considerations and with the technical and practical constraints, respectively, also are usually involved. Publisher project directors or their representatives and staff from the education agency, if the test is being developed for them, weigh in as well. When off-the-shelf tests are under review, participants typically include content area specialists and measurement specialists from the education institution, as well as appropriate leadership staff.

In reviewing items to determine if there is sufficient evidence of validity for LEP students, additional participation is recommended.

**Recommendations for Participation of LEP Experts**

1. Educators who work with LEP youth — as well as participants who are part of typical item evaluations — should be involved in reviewing the information from LEP students and their teachers. Based on how extensive the LEP student sample actually is, it will be important to involve educators of different primary language groups so that they can reach an accurate understanding of the performance of students with a wide range of English proficiency.

2. Educators who work with LEP youth also should be represented when final decisions are made about items. In many cases, recommendations about items and final decisions about which recommendations are accepted are two separate steps. It is important that LEP experts be involved in the latter step as well as the former.

**Item Evaluation Procedures**

This section discusses general considerations and outlines an approach for evaluating the validity of items. The procedural points addressed here are meant to provide guidance about how developers or reviewers might supplement their existing evaluation methods.
Recommendations for Evaluation Procedures

1. All student, teacher, and item information should be available for each item, during evaluations occurring as part of test development. It would be reasonable to expect that this information from a random sample of items should be available during the review of off-the-shelf tests.

Typically, constructed item responses and performances from small-scale pilot tests/tryouts are not scored prior to the item review, so evaluators are asked to score informally student responses while they are evaluating items for other problems. Student responses to multiple choice items are usually scored if answer documents are scannable. After large-scale field tests, items are usually scored before this evaluation review commences. While a sample of non-LEP student work may be drawn from large trials to review, all LEP information probably will be evaluated because numbers are relatively small.

2. It is recommended that the LEP student responses and associated evidence be evaluated separately from other responses initially, and then be part of a final aggregate item review at the end of the evaluation process. LEP experts, mainstream item writers and content experts, and technical and professional staff would review LEP information as a team, similar to how the reviews are currently done. But this recommendation calls for an initial disaggregated analysis of the LEP evidence that is separate from the analysis of evidence from the rest of the population. The reason for this extra step is that the validity problems typically have not been identified when items are evaluated with evidence from an aggregated sample. While it can be argued that disaggregated evidence can be evaluated within the one general step of review, we are skeptical that the proper attention will be paid to identifying the validity problems of LEP students and subsequently recommending effective solutions.

In the second step, item evaluation recommendations from the team that reviews the LEP information should be compiled with other item evaluation recommendations from those reviewing the total student sample (along with recommendations which might have come from other special populations, such as educators of students with disabilities). Decisions about final changes to items will be made at the time of the final review and be based on the composite of these recommendations.

3. The LEP evaluation review, by item, is usually done in a group that consists of three or four evaluators with complementary skills. Depending on the number of reviewers, one group may evaluate the complete set of items, or a number of these groups may review the pool of items, so any particular group will be responsible for a subset of items. Clearly, consistency across groups should be monitored.

4. The focus of the item evaluations are to identify systematic errors and legitimate problems in test items for LEP students and then to provide usable solutions.

   - The charge given to the evaluators is to determine and correct item problems, across and within: (a) score points, (b) primary language, and (c) English proficiency status.

   - Responses and related information can be sorted and reviewed by one indicator at a time, or items can be evaluated wholistically across the full set of indicators at once. Either way, a running record of recommendations should be kept which
summarize problems and solutions. Trends are usually not difficult to spot.

- The amount of time needed to review the items depends on the type of item, the number of responses, the amount of related information which has been collected, and how the group participants choose to work (e.g., do they each look at all items/related information, or do they each review selected items/information and then discuss their findings as a group?).

5. The final evaluation summaries from the LEP group(s) that go to the larger, across-population, final-evaluations review should center on:

- Identifying trends across or within indicators for LEP students
- Coming to a consensus about concerns or problems
- Suggesting ways to amend the item or how to proceed from this point.

6. To some extent the evaluation of items differs by item type. Following is a brief discussion of considerations for forced choice (multiple choice, true false, match) and constructed response/performance items.

- The evaluation of multiple choice and other force choice items relies mostly on student edits and their validity responses, teacher feedback, student scores, p-values or other statistical indicators of difficulty, and the statements about what items are supposed to measure (the accessibility information about measurement intent).
- The evaluation of both constructed response and performance items are treated similarly here. Considerations about these item types are substantially more complex. Procedures and other issues which stem from this complexity are discussed below.

Frequently, the evaluation of these types of items begins with sorting responses (and other related information) by low, midrange, and high scores. Within these piles, responses are usually categorized as typical (correct or not) and outliers. The “typical” responses tell the evaluators what students think the item measures and what may interfere with a correct response — for example, confusing wording, irrelevant information, or format problems. Group validity responses from the students, student and teacher edits, and other teacher feedback either should confirm hypotheses about problems based on how students responded or call the hypotheses into question. Reviewers occasionally read through student and teacher feedback before analyzing student responses; next they review feedback in more detail after responses have been discussed.

As reviewers continue their work, they look for systematic concerns sorted by English language proficiency and primary language group. These concerns occur within and across responses categorized by score points, including among students who share common cultural or background experiences. For instance, it is not uncommon for students who have grown up in developing countries to respond in a similar fashion, even though they come from different language, ethnic, or racial backgrounds.

7. Measurement experts have been trained to ignore outliers. While outliers may be just that — perhaps a record of a student’s wanderings independent from the question — they also may provide insight into problems only hinted at within the typical responses. As such, outliers also need to be analyzed. Sometimes reviewers will record outlier issues on a separate sheet of paper. These may not be confirmed
Table 6 • Questions To Guide the Accessibility Evaluation of Items

- Are the expectations clear for what is being asked of the student? This includes content, format (e.g., answer space), type of response, and any other limits the item writers feel is appropriate (for instance, whether they expect technical words from the content area to be used).

- Does the item implicitly narrow down the type of response unintentionally, by the nature of what is being asked, how it is being asked, or by way of examples?

- Are the items free from linguistic concerns? These concerns include the use of unnecessarily complex or unclear language and/or sentence structures, low frequency words or language, or the use of phrases that, when translated into a primary language, mean something different.

- Are the format and presentation of items as accessible as possible? This includes the spacing of items on the page, use of visuals as needed, and access to tools and resources when items do not measure that particular skill.

- Is any contextual information presented around or as part of the item straightforward, linguistically clear, and presented in a clear format?

- Are the items free from confusion based on the diverse cultural backgrounds of students? Do the items unintentionally assume common prior experiences, including experiences common to growing up in the U.S., or experiences more common to a particular lifestyle?

- In evaluating the responses to the constructed response items, within and across score points, do the LEP students appear to understand what the item is measuring? Other than the issues identified above, do there appear to be other problems in the items which lead to systematic confusion (within or across score points) about what information the item is requesting from the students or how the item is requesting the information?

- Other than when items are measuring the capabilities of the students to read and/or write in English, are the requirements in the items free from challenges of the students based on their level of proficiency in English?

- Are the requirements in the items free from systematic problems based on the students' primary language group?

- Does item type seem to be appropriate for measuring the specified construct for these students?

- How do the response themes and the progression of scores of LEP students compare with the responses and scores of non-LEP students? Are these findings appropriate or do they highlight additional problems, and if so, what are those problems?

or upgraded for possible consideration after looking at other information from students and teachers. Those which are not confirmed or discounted may might be consigned to issues to be evaluated after obtaining additional work.

8. The chapters which focus on how to make items accessible, that is the chapters on presentation options, writing accessible rubrics, and administration and response considerations, should provide a conceptual perspective which will guide the evaluation.

9. The specific kinds of questions which should guide the evaluation of items include linguistic concerns: issues in the readability of the items, as well as cultural issues, including issues related to students who come to our schools with very different experiences. The questions in Table 6 provide an approach to guiding the review.
The evaluation of rubrics, notes, and materials should occur whenever an assessment is being developed, as well as when an off-the-shelf test is being considered for adoption.

Rubric Evaluation

This evaluation includes a review of the scoring rubrics, rubric notes, and associated scoring materials. The notes and materials include examples and specify parameters of what is expected, and therefore expand the meanings of the rubrics in how each score point is to be interpreted. The accessibility evaluation of the rubrics, notes, and materials should be completed by reviewing the same information collected for the item evaluation. This review is accomplished concurrently with the item evaluation or shortly thereafter. Rubric revisions may occur independently of item changes, or proposed item revisions may affect changes or clarifications in the rubrics or vice versa.

The evaluation of rubrics, notes, and materials should occur whenever an assessment is being developed, as well as when an off-the-shelf test is being considered for adoption. Just as it is imperative that an evaluation of items be conducted when pre-built tests are reviewed, rubric evaluations are also important to ensure that the scoring guides are appropriate for a diverse population.

Figure 14 illustrates a response which uses pictures in a central way to answer the question. It is important to emphasize the role of rubric criteria in the scoring of student work. Inclusion of illustrations (such as this figure) and other alternative response formats in scoring materials as examples of acceptable representations of content is very important.

Recommendations for an Evaluation of Rubrics

1. We recommend that rubric resources be evaluated formally to determine if they are adequate for scoring the constructed responses of limited English proficient students. We believe the systematic evaluation of rubrics, notes, and materials is necessary, because they have been a significant source of validity problems for LEP students.
2. Resources to be evaluated include item materials, rubrics, notes, and associated materials used for scoring. The materials to be included in the evaluation include the items and item construct statements, the rubrics, rubric notes, and scoring materials such as training sets and other training material. A description of these resources can be found in the item, rubric, and scoring chapters.

3. It is reasonable to expect that test publishers will produce suitable rubrics, notes, and scoring materials for this purpose. If educational institutions find that the rubrics, notes, and materials are lacking, it is expected that publishers will work with the institution to supplement the rubric resources, so that they will meet the needs of the institution before the assessment is implemented.

4. It is crucial that educators familiar with other cultures review and evaluate the rubrics and rubric notes. In many cases, the item is appropriately accessible, but the responses have been too constrained for certain types of LEP students. The perspective of these experts is important if response bias is to be reduced.

   Figure 15 illustrates a common phenomena in LEP student responses. It is not unusual for students to read an item in one language and respond in another. Rubrics and scorers must be prepared for this.

5. In the analysis of the rubrics, notes, and materials, the focus is to ensure that:
   - the rubric resources are consistent with the expectations and accessibility of the items under review
   - specific, identified, construct elements are what is being scored in the item responses, and not skills which are irrelevant to any particular construct element
   - the same meaning is applied consistently through each of the score points.
The chapters on writing rubrics and scoring responses provide the conceptual framework to guide this evaluation. These chapters discuss the issues in more detail and should be used as a resource during the evaluation. Table 7 outlines the types of questions to be addressed during the accessibility evaluation of rubrics, notes, and scoring materials.

### Table 7 - Questions To Guide the Accessibility Evaluation of Rubric Resources

- What types of response forms are allowed by the rubrics? Do they allow for (a) oral response, (b) non-text paper and pencil responses, and (c) non-paper-and-pencil performances of mastery?

- Do the rubrics allow LEP students, with their attendant linguistic challenges in English and divergent cultural experiences, access to the full range of score points? This should be true whenever the specific linguistic or cultural constructs are not what the item measures.

- Do rubrics allow for a variety of different student responses? The more ways rubrics allow students to respond, the better. This is consistent with what we know in general about the diverse ways students learn and demonstrate knowledge. Non-standard response strengths are often more visible than usual when students are not proficient in reading or writing English, and/or when their cultures value response modes other than the types valued by the U.S. or allowed in the assessment.

- What is the percentage of items and rubrics on a test form or in an item bank that satisfies the conditions in Questions 1 and 2? It is fashionable today for tests to say they are accessible, and often one or two constructed response items/rubrics will allow diverse responses with some thought given to cultural issues. However, a majority of items/rubrics should be designed within conditions that require accessibility. Of course, accommodations affect this accessibility, over and above the structure of the items and rubrics. Rubrics and their notes should be built and evaluated to be accessible whenever linguistic and cultural issues are irrelevant to the construct being measured. When that occurs, the accessibility of a test or form as a whole can be evaluated in light of accommodations, as well as in light of whether the items and rubrics have been found to be satisfactory based on the points discussed here and in the preceding sections.

The chapters on writing rubrics and scoring responses provide the conceptual framework to guide this evaluation. These chapters discuss the issues in more detail and should be used as a resource during the evaluation. Table 7 outlines the types of questions to be addressed during the accessibility evaluation of rubrics, notes, and scoring materials.

### Form and Test Evaluation

Throughout this Guide, we have maintained that significant evaluation of technical merit must occur, by item, more often and at a deeper level of scrutiny than is typically done, in order to end up with an assessment that measures what it is supposed to measure — for all students and over time. This evidence of technical merit must include inspection of direct student evidence and expansion of opportunities for expert judgment (including input from teachers, specialists, and students).

Traditional methods to determine validity have relied almost exclusively on interpreting construct or domain validity at the form or test level, and on formally evaluating technical quality through summary statistics limited to large samples, and usually across items. These methodologies have relied on indirect means of evaluation, such as comparing a new test to an established test, assuming that the established test is valid.

We realize that, since most items measure only parts or elements of constructs, technical evaluations at the item-aggregate level are important. This section focuses on explaining procedures for evaluating the accessibility of forms and tests. We will not discuss the range of analyses which are typically at this level, because this information is readily available elsewhere. Rather, this chapter will discuss the evalua-
tion of how items are allocated to forms and the relationship of forms to tests.

The discussion which follows is appropriate whether tests are being developed or tests are being reviewed for selection.

The Allocations of Items to Forms and Forms to Tests

The purpose of this allocation is to determine the accessibility for LEP students within and across test forms. The allocation of items to forms and forms to assessments, per content area and per grade, involves a series of decisions about coverage of content/process and also some understanding about depth and its coverage. It also demands practical decisions that are constrained by issues such as cost, as well as student, teacher, and district time. As we pointed out earlier in this Guide, allocation, in terms of accessibility, focuses on whether the coverage decisions remain constant for all students who take the test. For example, are the same science constructs and their elements actually measured in the forms and tests for all students? Or are the measurements confounded by such issues as linguistic or cultural problems to the extent that they are systematic and pervasive enough to distort the summary estimations of the mastery of LEP students?

The first part of the evaluation of forms and tests is to determine the level of accessibility in the allocations of items and forms.

Recommendations for the Accessibility Allocation of Forms and Tests

1. The accessibility of items should be a central consideration when items are allocated to test forms. As a test form is finalized, items are typically allocated to forms based on content coverage and other coverage considerations. Coverage is usually defined in the test specifications, which were written to guide the development of tests. In the chapter on test specifications, we recommended that adequate accessibility coverage be explicitly expected, in addition to content, process, and depth coverage.

2. An accessibility framework for determining allocation, such as the Accessibility Framework for LEP Students, should be completed at the item level for each form and for each form of a test. A discussion of the Accessibility Framework can be found in the test specifications chapter. The framework not only guides the development of items, but can serve as a method to determine if forms containing finalized items are adequately accessible for students.

3. Accessibility of multi-form tests, per content area and per grade, is seen as adequate coverage over matrices, consistent with the reporting expectations of school-level information as well as individual-level information. Determining what allocations to review for accessibility depends on how scores will be reported. For instance, when a student gets a score at the content area level, e.g., mathematics, then accessibility for students will be focused on the form taken by the student. If a student gets subtest scores, then adequate accessibility should be expected for each reported subtest score within the test form administered to the student. In both these cases, the accessibility allocation will focus on the forms. In the first case, the entire form will be evaluated for adequate accessibility; in the second case, the set of items comprising the each subtest score should be reviewed for accessibility.
Sometimes tests are designed so that items are matrixed over students, and school-level rather than individual-level scores are reported. In this case, often subtest scores are reported on composite sets of items that are given to different students. Accessibility, then, should be determined based on the types of scores that will be reported, and on the items that make up the subtest scores. In this case, the items will appear on different forms and the focus of the allocation will be the items, over forms, rather than on the forms themselves.

**Evaluation of Forms and Tests**

The evaluation of form and test accessibility should determine whether there has been sufficient accessibility coverage, for any and all sets of items upon which results are reported. The Test Specifications Accessibility Framework for LEP Students specifies that access is accomplished by reducing the reliance on certain modes that are confounded with the limitations of LEP students.

**Recommendations for Accessibility Evaluation of Forms and Tests**

1. **There should be maximum accessibility of items for LEP students.** Regardless of the types of scores that are reported, it is expected that the items which comprise the scores will be adequately accessible for limited English proficient students. If not, then it is unclear if scores represent their mastery of particular subject matter, or their literacy challenges and different cultural experiences.

2. **Most items and conditions should allow for multiple-access opportunities over a variety of different strengths.** We define accessibility as a function of access to the item requirements and access to the ability to demonstrate mastery. For sufficient coverage to occur, students must be able to access what items are asking, and be able to demonstrate what they know. This can only occur if students can use their skills, rather than be blocked by their limits.

3. **We recommend that at least 75-80 percent of the items should be accessible to LEP students.** This is an “educated guess” of the percentage of accessible items which are necessary to accurately reflect what students know. Research needs to be done to determine the lowest thresholds in this situation. Certainly, if an assessment has few items, then a greater percentage would be required.

4. **Evaluation recommendations should be made at the level of items and/or forms.** That is, if test-level accessibility appears to be sufficient, then the form or test is approved to be used as is. If accessibility is not sufficient, then problematic items should be identified for replacement or modification in order to increase accessibility. Administration or response conditions which affect the entire form or item blocks also may need to be expanded. Once these recommendations are followed, the revised forms will be ready to use.
Additional Validity Evaluations

There are two types of additional information that help validate assessments for LEP students:

- An independent validation of the items based on a collection and analysis of more detailed information from a smaller sample of students, and
- An analysis of classroom teaching/learning opportunities, their relationship to subsequent scores, and their connection to the quality of student responses.

These analyses certainly go beyond the scope of data collections described here, and are recommended as supplementary analyses which should be conducted early in the implementation of the assessment.

Independent Validation

To help ensure that items measure what is intended, additional data from a small subgroup of students should be collected concurrent to the pilot, field test, or implementation of the actual assessment. These data can be collected by asking students to use the “think aloud” procedure. This procedure asks students to talk about what they think is required by the items, and the thought processes and approaches they go through in answering the items. The interviewer records what the students say. Such data also can be collected by using a “stimulated recall” procedure where students go back over their work shortly after the assessment administration is completed and explain to the interviewer what they were thinking when reading the item and selecting/formulating a response. Interviewers also may record student grades or teacher judgment of mastery in the subject which is being tested, and collect further work samples if possible. Obviously, this data collection exercise can be made quite rich and complex as time and funds allow. The reason a data collection such as this is important is that there are extreme shortages in information about what items actually measure for the LEP population. Studies of this type would enhance what item reviewers can surmise by looking at student responses and related information described throughout this chapter.

Ongoing Access to Learning and Performance Opportunities

The second type of investigation focuses on the relationship between what students learn in class and how they respond on the assessment. It involves analyzing the relationship between their test responses and what is being taught and how as well as the experiences the students have had in class with the types of questions and available accommodations which are used in the assessment. It is beyond the scope of this Guide to delineate the types of data collection which these investigations should involve. Survey forms or interview protocols can easily capture if students are using the types of accommodations on an ongoing basis in the classrooms, and a review of their tests can highlight the types of assessment opportunities which are currently available to them in particular classes. Evaluating pedagogical opportunities and curriculum content is more complex. However, all of these types of analyses are important, especially if program/school or individual stakes are attached to these assessments.
In this chapter, we briefly address selected issues associated with the reporting and use of assessment results, including the reporting requirements spelled out in recent federal legislation. We also discuss issues related to reporting test results for LEP students.

**Reporting Results**

Recent federal legislation requires that results of assessments must be disaggregated for special populations, including LEP students (Elementary and Secondary Education Act, 1994). The same legislation emphasize that all students should be included in the same mainstream testing system. For example, Section 306 of Title III requires state improvement plans to include “a process for developing and implementing valid, nondiscriminatory and reliable state assessments aligned to content standards.” These federal mandates state that school-level results, including district or county results if they are disseminated, be reported by categories of students (gender, LEP, poverty, and special education status) as well as in the aggregate. These disaggregation policies are intended to ensure that stakeholders can ascertain how well different groups of students perform under the same school administration policies and within the same (or parallel) school programs.

In addition, the 1999 Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing repeatedly underscore that all reported results must be technically sound. This means that validity data should be available by group (e.g., level of English proficiency) to support the reported results, if credible research suggests that the inferences of the scores might differ over groups.

While some might attribute disparate results to a range of background factors, recent reform efforts suggest that many of these factors can be mitigated or overcome by effective pedagogy and systemic support across the educational delivery system (Slavin and Fashola, 1999). Therefore, the differential impact of instruction is an indicator of curricular or instructional weakness that should be addressed through instructional policy mechanisms.

Of course, in order to make judgments about the causality of differential impact, several elements must be in place. To determine that the disparity in educational access is a primary explanation, it must be very clear that the assessments are properly aligned to the curriculum standards upon which the instructional system is based. If alignment is not strong, than results could be attributed to the gap between what is valued by the educational system and what is being tested. It is also imperative that the assessment be valid for all students who take the tests, which includes evidence of validity for any and all scores (such as subtest scores) for all students included in the test. If the assessments are in alignment with the standards, but there has not been adequate demonstration of test alignment for all students (including language minority students), then disparity could be a function of problems in the assessment instruments.

The impact of excluding LEP students from mainstream assessments is substan-
The responsibility of standards-based evaluation is to make sure the full range of the standards are assessed. It is easy to ignore their needs if fiscal and pedagogical priorities depend on the assessment results of only a subsection of the student population. The same is true if English language learners are included, but their performance is not evaluated separately. It is impossible to determine how well or poorly LEP students are learning, particularly in programs where a range of students are being served.

Some believe that if aligned, reliable, and valid results are collected for the full range of students taking the assessments, then it should be possible to both aggregate and disaggregate the results. This applies to results where accommodation options have been employed in test format, administration, and/or response conditions. This would adhere particularly in accountability systems when assessment results are used to evaluate the success of programs when heterogeneous student populations are being served.

Use of Assessment Results

The results of academic achievement tests for K-12 students are used in a variety of ways. Large-scale assessments are typically standardized. Results may be reported at the individual student level or at the district or school level (reports from the school level could be broken out by teacher, grade, school, or program). The scores may be used, in whole or in part, to make high-stakes decisions such as placement, promotion, or graduation at the individual level. They also could be used to distribute rewards (and sanctions) or set fiscal or pedagogical priorities at the group (district or school) level. They can be used in various low-stakes situations, such as a formative evaluation indicator of individual progress or program success. However, some argue that no situations are low-stakes — all tests carry implications for use that ultimately affect students.

The assessments we discuss are built or selected in response to educational curricular constructs identified in the state or district content standards. The responsibility of standards-based evaluation is to make sure the full range of the standards are assessed.

Recommendations for using test results for LEP students in high stakes decisions will be briefly outlined.

**Recommendations for Using Tests in High Stakes Decisions at the District/School Level**

1. **Limited English Proficient students must be included in these large-scale tests and their presence must influence the tests in all ways.** If LEP students are excluded from large-scale tests based on an educational or psychometric justification, then comparable information must be collected about these students' academic progress. Aggregate test results often are the only information used to make high-stakes decisions. These results should show how well students are doing in school.

2. **Decisions should be based on information about achievement relative to the range of knowledge and skills in the content standards.** This includes more aspects of achievement than can be determined from only forced-choice and short-answer items. While standards differ to some extent across states and districts, all standards value both breadth of content and depth of knowledge about the content.
Priorities in content curriculum standards must be reflected accurately in the assessments by item types and weights of responses. These evaluate not only content breadth in low-level problem-solving situations, but depth of knowledge in more complex problem-solving milieus.

3. If significant differences are found by schools or programs, or if there is disparate impact in the disaggregated data by LEP status, racial/ethnic background, or poverty level, a determination of its cause should be a central element in making high-stakes school or program-level decisions.

This type of investigation should provide evidence about how and where the curriculum and/or instruction implementation is out of alignment with the standards. This can be done only if assessments collect enough information that is consistent with the range of goals and priorities identified in the standards. If the schools or programs are not held responsible for the range of content and depth identified as valuable in the standards, the assessment actually encourages the narrowing of curriculum from the intent of the standards to the reality of the instrument being used to evaluate the standards. Unfortunately, research has shown that minority populations, including LEP students, will be some of those most affected by the abandonment of the standards in the everyday practice of their schooling.

**Recommendations for Using Tests To Make High-Stakes Decisions at the Individual Level**

1. If access to educational programs may be denied certain individuals based on test results, two questions need to be addressed:
   - Are students allowed to provide evidence apart from the test that reflects their mastery relevant to the entire spectrum of the standards?
   - Is this evidence used as a key component when high-stakes decisions are made?

2. The test should provide a reasonable indicator of achievement for LEP students, as well as for other students. Additionally, evidence from other multiple measures should be collected and used along with the assessment results to support sound and accurate decisions for students. Unfortunately, it is not unusual for educators and test publishers to assume that it will be the other multiple measures evidence (besides the test) that will provide the evidence for “those kids.” This can be read as: “We don’t need to fix the tests to include all of your population, even though we encourage you to have an independent indicator besides teacher judgment (i.e., standardized tests) for most of your population.” Somehow, the other measures, by themselves, magically seem adequate enough when evaluating special needs populations which include LEP students.

3. Additional achievement evidence includes classroom information, and possibly some types of embedded items or portfolio results. However, to be valid, any evidence must be assembled systematically to reflect alignment with the full range of knowledge and skills identified in the standards. The evidence should be collected as per the guidance and criteria developed by those who establish alignment evaluation procedures. These procedures and the information they yield should be able to withstand technical and legal scrutiny; they should produce valid and stable inferences about the performance of all students.
4. Significant legal questions remain:

- What happens if students are not able to provide evidence of sufficient mastery to be granted access (as defined by the nature of the high stakes decision), but have not been provided ample opportunity in their schooling to develop these knowledge and skills?
- How should these failures be handled?
- What outcomes can be expected?

These legal questions extend far beyond the parameters of this Guide. However, this Guide should provide sound guidance to ensure that valid information from tests and from other types of evidence is collected for English language learners. Literacy levels and/or culturally-based challenges of these students do not need to be impediments. Instead, evaluations responsive to the guidance we have outlined can show conclusively that these students can and are meeting the highest standards of academic achievement.
In this Appendix, we highlight selected issues and considerations that pertain to the statistical analysis of bias, comparability issues, linking across tests, and some additional thoughts related to construct validity and equity.

Using Differential Item Functioning (DIF) Results

What is DIF?

In 1984, the court settlement between the Golden Rule Insurance Company and the Illinois Department of Insurance/Educational Testing Service specified that a raw difference of 0.15 or more in an item's p-values (level of difficulty of an item), favoring White over African American applicants, was evidence that the item is biased. The case focused on considerations for inclusion of items in the Illinois insurance licensing examinations. This agreement determined that biased items, as defined by the above criteria, should not normally be included in the test (original cite).

While this finding has initial appeal, a sounder distinction lies in the identification of items where population subgroups respond differently within comparable test score levels. That is, given a Caucasian group and a Hispanic group of students, do students who receive a similar test score on a particular test respond differently to an individual item from the test, and does this difference appear to be systematic by group? This is the central question which differential item-functioning (DIF) statistics have been designed to address.

A second related question also needs to be considered: Is the difference due to irrelevant characteristics, such as racial/ethnic group membership, or is the difference due to content central to the construct? If the difference is central to the construct, the variance could be due to unequal familiarity with the particular concept being evaluated (in other words, an unequal educational access issue). It could also signal multidimensionality in the construct wherein groups behave differently on different dimensions (a valid and construct central explanation, but one which needs to be understood and clarified by test developers). Shepard (1982) emphasized that “the assumption of unidimensionality underlying all of the (DIF) methods is not merely a statistical prerequisite, but it is central to the way in which item bias is defined” (p. 25).

Differential item functioning procedures are designed to identify differences in item responses due to construct-irrelevant variance, with the understanding that these differences will be subsequently minimized by reviewers once the problematic items have been identified. Two steps in the DIF procedures are required to address the questions of systematic differences and relevant or irrelevant causation. The first step is a statistical step, of which three primary methodologies appear to be used most often: the Mantel-Haenszel, the standardization technique, and the item response theory (IRT) procedure. Readers are directed to Dorans and Holland (1993) and Thissen, Steinberg, and Wainer (1993) for an explanation of these three techniques.

Is the difference due to irrelevant characteristics, such as racial/ethnic group membership, or is the difference due to content central to the construct?
Psychometricians realize that these procedures do not prove or disprove bias. Instead, these statistical techniques detect items that function differently for different groups. It is also important that "this difference indicates that the identified item does not appear to measure the same construct as the total test" (Dorans and Holland, 1993, p. 61). As stated above, a high DIF could indicate bias, unequal educational access, or a violation of unidimensionality.

Readers need to remember:

- High DIF doesn’t necessarily mean bias, and low DIF does not preclude it.
- While item content can present problems because of unfamiliarity or multidimensionality, bias problems might include one or more of the issues identified in this Guide.

Unfortunately, these problems typically are not addressed, even in bias reviews which usually have a rather narrow charge. Particularly at issue are content problems in terms of cultural access, whether they are due to prior experiences or differential perceptions, and also possible values related to construct-central or contextual issues, such as events and/or objects. These problems may also include test construction or implementation process issues which could be pervasive, or could be item-specific. For example, a specific item may have a confusing visual or lack important access to tools or resources.

**Pervasive Bias**

As noted at the outset of this section, a key constraint of DIF is that the items do not detect pervasive bias, or bias over items (Linn, 1993). Differential item functioning statistical methods assume that the test from which the questionable items are flagged is valid and unbiased for all of the focal groups. Several authors in Holland and Wainer (1993) explain the pros and cons of using the test as the criterion to detect...
differential functioning of items, but nothing better has been identified to replace it.

Obviously, the perspective in this Guide is that many of the assessments in current use are not valid for many students, including LEP students. While the items may attempt to measure the constructs which have been identified as important and central, the "hows" of the test's presentation (including language, contextual issues and test format), and the test's administration constrain the ways in which students are allowed to demonstrate their knowledge. These confounding processes substantively and significantly block student access to the constructs the tests are attempting to evaluate. Not infrequently, these barriers occur over a large portion of the items.

The barriers may be processes which affect the entire test, such as requiring a written response from students as the only acceptable response, or they may occur for one or five items such as those which share a contextual passage. However, bias is often compounded over the type of problem. That is, students who have difficulty with the complexity of English text on tests will be affected by such problems as amount of text, complex sentence and language structure, administration constraints, lack of visuals, and possibly access to tools which they can use to compensate for this limitation. Some researchers have also suggested that aggregate issues tend to affect student access exponentially (Farr and Trumbull, 1997). Students simply shut down because of fatigue, disgust, and/or confusion.

However, there is a place for DIF methodologies. The strength of the DIF techniques is that they address bias item-by-item, which is consistent with our approach in this Guide. If tests are made more valid, then these procedures will identify items which continue to deviate for some reason beyond the types of pervasive problems which the improved tests have alleviated or minimized. In fact, the DIF analyses can be used routinely to confirm if the recommendations discussed in this guide are effective.

Factors Which Explain Differential Functioning

Linn (1993) suggested that researchers may learn more about factors which contribute to DIF when they examine other types of information beyond or in conjunction with the typical group memberships DIF addresses. These factors could help educators design better learning situations, e.g., if items that focus on unequal access to educational opportunities show systematic functioning over types of school programs, educators can take action to improve those programs. They also might allow DIF methodologists to fine-tune their statistical procedures to allow more causal types of determinations to be built into the statistical analyses.

As noted previously, Linn (1993) reflected that "far fewer general principals about test construction have been derived as the result of DIF analyses than most researchers expected. The majority of items with large DIF values seem to defy explanation of the kind that can lead to sounder test development practice. More often than not judges have a rather poor record of predicting which items will or will not be flagged" (p. 358). Without additional help of the type offered in this Guide, substantially reducing bias problems or problems which inflate systematic irrelevant variance for subgroups has remained difficult. Some types of factors, like school programs, are important for policymakers and researchers to know, but these factors do not affect the development of the assessment. Some types of construct irrelevant issues do, such as linguistic and cultural considerations. Recommendations in the Guide can serve as a framework to define questions judges can ask in order to deter-
Currently, a greater range of students are expected to take the same large-scale tests taken by mainstream students. How does one make these tests equitable, when certain challenges of access cannot be ignored? Were the traditional tests actually equitable before, given that we now know that all students bring different strengths and challenges to the work of accessing items, processing information, solving problems, and articulating responses?

The ability to equate scores and generalize across students and subject area...
domains or constructs is certainly essential in large-scale testing. However, we should be troubled by the assumption that we arrive at "equable" information in large part because we impose uniform conditions and materials. Some work has been done which expands traditional notions of standardization in testing. The use of rubrics in large-scale testing has demonstrated the viability of standardizing constructs and evaluation processes, rather than specific responses, as a way of achieving comparable results. Computer-adaptive testing illustrates that students can take different combinations of items and receive parallel scores.

Perhaps it is time to remember the goals of testing. The standards movement of recent years has specified what students are expected to learn. Our paramount goal should be to understand what students know and can do in the context of the standards or other specified domains. We also want to understand student mastery in a way that gives us reliable information so that we can compare many students to those standards and/or so that we can aggregate and compare over students. Our particular challenge is to not lose sight of the goal in our quest to generalize over our populations of test-takers.

If we hold constant the notion that we expect to get a reasonably accurate reading of student mastery for each and every student who takes a given assessment, we should be able to rethink how and what to standardize in order to achieve high-quality results in large-scale testing. Perhaps some processes or materials should remain exactly the same, and perhaps some might include a limited set of options from which to choose, such as rubrics or computer-adaptive testing. When comparability first was conceptualized, we looked at many technical aspects in virtual isolation from others. Now that we have used standards-based standardized assessments for a while, we believe that our understanding of the best solutions of many of the technical issues are actually determined through a series of tradeoffs.

For instance, we know that changes as simple as altering the order of items within a test affect score results. However, item order differences have been deemed less important than several competing concerns, including a need to matrix different items over forms to provide more reliable group information about standards or constructs.

Perhaps we can develop a solution which recognizes diverse access, processing, and response demonstration needs, as well as generalizability needs. We should expect both validity and reliability for all who take the test in order to be accountable to the public. In so doing, we must move forward to find the next generation of comparability solutions.

This Guide should provide useful suggestions from which to build a flexible testing system. The Council of Chief State School Officers and the U. S. Department of Education sponsored series of meetings to discuss how to achieve meaningful standardization and comparability in large-scale assessments for all students (Martin, Lara, and Kopriva, 1998). The purpose of these meetings was to identify a research agenda which will form an empirical base from which to address comparability issues within the competing needs of standardization and accessibility.

**Linking Across Tests**

A number of researchers consistently explain the difficulties of linking results across tests so that scores from different assessments on a common scale may be compared. Dilemmas such as different content domains, different amounts of
coverage of the domains at the various levels of process and depth, and different test construction procedures and norming samples, present large hurdles to surmount (Sheldon, 1997).

Sometimes it is imperative to administer different assessments. As one example, Kentucky has pioneered the use of the alternative assessment for those students whose curriculum is functional rather than academic (Dings, 1997). While some advocate that using primary language assessments solves many issues for LEP students, these assessments are only useful when students are fully literate in their home language and when their schooling in the subject to be tested has occurred in that language (Solano-Flores, 1998). However, room should be made in any testing system to accommodate those students who have been schooled and are literate in their home language.

As a general rule, some testing experts conclude that approximately 98 percent of the student population can be evaluated in a flexible testing system, where content domains and levels of coverage are roughly parallel (Reidy, 1998). What constitutes “flexible” is the issue. Nonetheless, it is clear that what distinguishes the 98 percent from the two percent seems, for the most part, to be an issue of differing domains or standards. Therefore, students who are in a functional rather than academic curriculum should take a different assessment. But students who are expected to meet the same academic standards as mainstream students, even though they come to school with diverse challenges or experiences, should be accommodated within the same mainstream system.

One primary implication is that primary language assessments should be built either from the same test domains or standards specifications as the ones written for the mainstream assessment, or they should pass rigorous reviews to determine a high degree of alignment with both the academic standards and test specifications of the mainstream assessment. They should be seen as part of the flexible system, not adjunct to it.

Construct Validity and Equity

The 1999 Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (Joint Committee of APA, AERA, NCME) advocates evaluating validity through streams of evidence. These streams seek to demonstrate the viability of measuring content- and use-specific constructs. Instead of referring to different types of validity (such as content, criterion, or predictive validity), the score inferences which are constrained within and defined by the evidence suggest a degree of construct-validity confidence.

Typically, this confidence is determined through careful test construction and implementation procedures, and through post hoc studies. Certainly it is important to ensure careful development and implementation procedures, but to date, no guidelines or analytic framework have been developed which systematically determine what it means to be careful and how careful is careful enough. Procedures have been routinely adopted and refined, but there is no guidance that tells us which of these procedures are sufficient and necessary to ensure construct validity.

Construct validity guidelines should have a framework to determine the measurement intent of items and item-composites, or tests. This should include information about what different item types measure and under what conditions. These guidelines also should include an evaluation of the accessibility of each item.
for diverse populations, both in terms of requirement access and response access. Construct validity guidelines should insist on multiple points of evidence during the development and implementation phases, aggregated in some manner to determine a level of validity. In addition, some type of system might be outlined which requires some steps and which allows for choice at other junctures.

Virtually no formal analytic work has been done to understand how to create large-scale mainstream assessments from the ground up that accurately reflect what LEP students know and can do. We need to define a research agenda that systematically analyzes the relationships between student responses and item/test scores, and between types of items under specific conditions. Undertaking studies that seek to understand what elements in the tests provide barriers for specific students, for what reasons, and what can be done to alleviate these barriers, will provide important construct-validity evidence.
Much of the empirical work on improving large-scale assessments for LEP students focuses on test accommodations. Most of these studies have noted that the items and tests for LEP students have pervasive validity problems. Researchers cite language misunderstandings, inaccurate assumptions that pervade items and rubrics, and accessibility problems which are not eliminated under current test development procedures.

Malcolm (1991) encourages a different approach to assessments: Rather than trying to avoid bias, she suggests that assessments support equity from the ground up. Specifically, she asks what conditions have to be incorporated to construct an equity-supported assessment, and makes the following suggestions:

- Rules about what is to be known must be clear;
- Resources which allow students to access what is required and demonstrate what they know must be available;
- Ways of demonstrating knowledge must be accessible, multiple, and varied;
- Concepts valued by different groups must be reflected and respected within the items and carried through into test administration and analysis.

Linda Darling-Hammond (1994) cautions that there are many forms of bias, which include:

- How items are built and chosen for inclusion in the assessment;
- How and what responses are deemed appropriate;
- What content and context is deemed important;
- How weighting on tests is accomplished to achieve alignment.

There is considerable discussion, but limited empirical work, related to other test considerations, including:

- Reducing the literacy load of items;
- Evaluating items and rubrics more extensively for considerations related to LEP students;
- Cultural effects of testing on LEP students; and
- Handling context and literacy concerns in an appropriate manner.

For instance, several experts, including Saville-Troike (1991) and Shaw (1997), focus on the need to “plain language” items and formats so that unnecessary vocabulary and structural complexity can be reduced or eliminated. This issue has been researched by Abedi (1995, 1997) and Hanson, Kopriva, Brooks, and Saez (1996). Hampton (1996), having noted similar problems in a national language arts test, began using a technical writer to reduce unnecessary language complexity in the items.

Malcolm (1991), Shannon (1996), and Wiley, Kopriva, and Shannon (1997) discuss broader approaches to evaluating items which include a systematic investigation of student work for diverse populations. This includes “acceptable” outlier responses which would be captured and, where appropriate, included in training.
Several authors have emphasized the pervasive effects of culture and diverse experiences on items, particularly when students are from countries or regions where values or experiences differ significantly from those of the majority culture in the United States. For example, Leap (1988) and Rothmen (1993) discuss cultural values found in native American communities which affect how students interpret and respond to test items. Heath (1986) and Farr and Trumbull (1997) discuss similar issues with rural African American and foreign-born populations.

Some writers have suggested additional approaches. Gordon (1992) encourages the use of item choice to enhance validity, and Farr and Trumbull recommend that item choice should include “tailoring items” so that they measure the same construct but are presented in different contexts which reflect common experiences of different cultural or linguistic groups. Shaw (1997) presents some key recommendations for improving performance assessments for LEP students:

- Using team-building activities for groups;
- Using effective visuals;
- Providing information in the same format throughout the test;
- Including 20 minutes of teacher orientation for every 2 hours of assessment administration;
- “Plain languaging” items;
- Explaining non-central vocabulary; and
- Minimizing the numbers of items at any one sitting.

Accommodations and Item Development: Considerations for Equity

To date, most of the accommodations literature has focused on accommodations provided during test administration. Little research has been done on student response options, primarily because of issues of cost. Some work has focused on modes of response on paper-and-pencil tests that extend beyond written responses per se (e.g., using diagrams, pictures, or performances). Other investigations have begun to address how items might be presented to LEP students so that items will be more accessible to them.

Throughout their book, Farr and Trumbull (1997) suggest several excellent assessment administration procedures, including some that could prove useful in large-scale situations. As one example, they discuss the need to be direct, clear, and specific about how to use additional time, as do Hiebert and Calfee (1990). These researchers emphasize that while all students should be given specific directions about how best to use their time during any assessment, this specificity is especially critical to LEP students.

Farr and Trumball emphasize the need to clarify vocabulary, context, and item
requirements. Test items often are unintentionally linked to mainstream American experiences, vocabulary, and discourse practices. While the manner in which items are presented on a test is partly an item-development issue, it also affects how tests are administered. Key decisions which need to be made during the development process include:

- Using dictionaries or glossaries during the test-taking process;
- Putting items in a context that is more familiar to the students;
- Reading contextual passages aloud;
- Reading or re-reading directions or the complete text of items aloud, in English or in the students' first language; and
- Simplifying the English that is not central to the content being evaluated.

Some researchers are investigating these issues. Kopriva (1994) and Kopriva and Lowrey (1994) researched oral and written administration of mathematics tests in English and in Spanish for students from a number of home countries and whose proficiency in English spanned a wide range. Abedi and other researchers at CRESST (the National Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing, 1998) currently are involved in a set of studies focused on the validity of accommodations and modifications in assessments. Hafner (1998) is engaged in a study that explores the use of extended time and the use of dictionaries for LEP students.

Allowing students to respond in written form and in their home language, has been informally and formally investigated (for instance, see Daro, 1996; Solano-Flores, 1998; Kopriva and Lowrey, 1994; Abedi, 1998; CCSSO, 1998). While this accommodation seems straightforward, the findings have been similar to Shaw's (1997) experience: If students are literate (at grade level) in their home language, this accommodation is appropriate and can be scored by bilingual experts. Otherwise, written response in the student's home language presents some major issues. Often students responding in written Spanish lack written proficiency in the language. Shaw's study revealed that student responses had to be translated into "comprehensible Spanish" to be scored by Spanish scorers. If the responses are in English, scorer training is imperative — and this might adhere also for scorers evaluating work that appears to be in the students' first language.

The use of oral student responses are discussed throughout Farr and Trumball. While this might be a reasonable accommodation in large-scale assessment, the issues of cost and time need to be addressed. The state of Delaware is investigating the use of voice recognition technology — where students speak into computers and their responses are printed (Kopriva, Brooks, and Saez, 1996). This approach may offset many of these concerns.

**Scoring Considerations for LEP Students**

In scoring the open-ended responses in the Kopriva and Lowrey (1994) study, researchers and bilingual scorers noted that the responses of LEP students were often non-standard and not considered in the regular training scorers received from the test publisher. For those reasons, responses could be easily misread by scorers in large-volume testing situations.

The training that scorers receive typically does not include information partic-
ular to LEP students' responses. In addition, scorers are almost exclusively monolingual English speakers who are expected to score a large number of papers in a short time. Daro (1994) noticed informally that LEP responses tended to be scored "towards the mean." He suggested that the scorers appeared afraid to under- or over-read the responses from LEP students, and recommended more structured guidance to aid scorers in properly evaluating student work.

The Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) and the U.S. Department of Education convened a study with NAEP items which investigated the legitimacy and usefulness of training scorers in how to score responses from English language learners (Kopriva, 1997). The content of their training was similar to what Shaw found to be important (1997). That is, scorers should be familiar with both linguistic and cultural issues that relate to particular language groups taking the test. They also need to be well-versed in language development issues and transitional expressions of English literacy. Kopriva found that a brief training made a difference in scoring LEP papers and types of non-standard responses. Delandshere and Petrosky (1994) emphasized the broad variation in responses, especially within groups whose experiences were different from the majority U.S. culture. Wiley (1992) and Shepard (1991), among other measurement experts, stress the importance of allowing multiple paths to successful performance for all students. This appears to be particularly important for some population groups, including LEP students.
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